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Aging Assessment and Reliability
Aware Computing Platforms

Yao WANG

Abstract

A ggressiveCMOS technology feature size scaling has been going on
for the past decades, while the supply voltage is not proportionally
scaled. Due to the increasing power density and electric field in the

gate dielectric, the accelerating factors of failure mechanisms in nanoscale In-
tegrated Circuits (ICs) have become more severe than ever. As a result, main-
taining IC reliability at the desired level becomes a critical challenge at both
design-time and runtime. Addressing the pessimistic reliability landscape out-
look over current and future technology nodes, this dissertation investigates
reliability-aware design and management techniques to ensure the reliability
and quality of IC products. With our special interests on the time-dependent
device parameter degradations due to intrinsic failure mechanisms, we focus
our discussion on: (i) runtime reliability assessment, (ii) aging degradations,
and (iii) mitigation techniques that enable reliability-aware computation. To
this end we propose a Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) framework
to combat the aging-induced degradation. In order to achieve a quantitative
management, dedicated online aging sensors are employed in the proposed
framework to extract dynamic degradation information from circuits. We first
propose a unified aging model for the emerging FinFET devices as the physi-
cal basis for understanding the underlying aging degradation. Then, we intro-
duce two types of aging sensors, based on threshold voltage and powersupply
current measurement, respectively, to assist online reliability assessmentin
DRM systems. Next, we introduce a compensation technique to manage 6T
SRAM cell stability under spatial and temporal variations, by threshold voltage
modulation using back-gate biasing of independent-gate FinFET devices. We
conclude the dissertation by presenting a lifetime reliability modeling and en-
hancement framework, which demonstrates how to utilize the aging informa-
tion from dedicated low-level aging sensors to maintain the overall IC health
status within prescribed bounds.
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1
Introduction

Since 1960s CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) de-
vice technology has been driven into an aggressive scaling progress.
The consistent performance improvement and power consumption re-

duction due to technology scaling have made CMOS device the dominant tech-
nology for Integrated Circuits (ICs). However, as technology scaling enters
the deep sub-micrometer regime, CMOS devices are facing a number of qual-
ity and reliability issues that have becoming a rising concern to manufacturers
and designers. In particular, due to the increasing power density and electric
field in the gate dielectric, the accelerating factors of failure mechanisms in
nanoscale ICs have become more severe than ever. In addition, due to smaller
device dimensions and lower operating voltage, nanoscale ICs have become
highly sensitive to environmental fluctuations. As a result, maintaining the re-
liability of ICs at the desired level becomes a critical challenge to be addressed
at both design-time and runtime.

1.1 CMOS Technology Scaling and Its Reliability
Trends

Gordon Moore predicted in 1965 that the density of transistors on chip would
grow exponentially [77], which is since then known as Moore’s Law (SeeFig-
ure 1.1). Over the past almost five decades, industry has been making full
effort to shrink the feature size of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect
Transistor (MOSFET) devices to reduce the cost per device. The continuous
progress of device downsizing has been steadily increasing the performance,
decreasing the power consumption, and reducing the manufacturing costper
transistor of IC components. The capability of technology scaling that makes
products faster, smaller, and cheaper has led CMOS to become the dominant

1
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Figure 1.1: The number of transistor counts per CPU vs. dates of introduction. The
solid straight line represents the Moore’s Law prediction of the exponential growth of
the transistor counts doubling every two years. [Source: Wikipedia]

IC technology.

Historically, the fundamental technology scaling guideline is governed by the
ideal-scaling principle [29], which specifies that the device dimensions (tran-
sistor lengthL, minimum widthW , and oxide thicknesstox ) and supply volt-
age (Vdd ) should scale down by the same factorα, in order to keep the elec-
tric fields in the transistor constant. Hence, this principle is also known as
”constant-field-scaling”. This ideal-scaling principle has led the CMOS tech-
nology to enter the sub-100 nm regime. However, since then, i.e., in the deep
submicron regime, the supply voltage (Vdd ) cannot scale down with the same
factor as the device dimensions due to the difficulty of further lowering the
threshold voltage (Vth). Moreover, as the physical thickness of SiO2 gate di-
electric is scaled beyond1.2 nm at around65 nm nodes, the gate leakage cur-
rent due to quantum mechanical tunnelling becomes significant (∼ 100 A/cm2

at 1.0V [70]). Thus, further reduction of the gate dielectric thickness leads to
large leakage power consumption. Therefore starting from the45 nm node,
the effective oxide thickness scaling is introduced by using the high-κ gate
dielectric to suppress the gate tunnelling current.
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Figure 1.2: The power density of Intel microprocessors. The ”power density wall”
is the fundamental limitation factor that prevents the CMOStechnology scale down
further.

Though according to the International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-
ductor prediction [3], the physical gate length of CMOS devices can be ex-
pected to scale down to7 nm before it approaches the physical limitation,
the reliability concerns raise dramatically high and become one of the ma-
jor barrier preventing the technology to scale down further. One of the
consequences of non-ideal scaling in the below-100 nm technology nodes
is that the electric field in the gate dielectric becomes significantly large,
which accelerates the intrinsic failure mechanisms like Time Dependent Di-
electric Breakdown (TDDB, [22, 71, 100, 117, 118]), Hot Carrier Injection
(HCI, [40,75,104,105,108]), and so on. As the device dimensions shrink, the
number of transistors per area increases, therefore in turn, the on-chip power
density increases. The increasing leakage current makes the power dissipation
situation even worse. In fact, the temperature in the circuits due to the high
power density is now nearly as high as the temperature in the nuclear reac-
tor, as indicated in Figure 1.2. The high temperature accelerates temperature-
elevated intrinsic failure mechanisms, e.g., Negative Bias Temperature Insta-
bility (NBTI, [28,72]), Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI, [100]). In
a word, the decreasing reliability trend in advanced technology nodes is wors-
ened due to the high gate dielectric electric field and power density in devices
and circuits.

As the dimensions become smaller and smaller, the devices become more vul-
nerable to the process variations, which is considered as another major reliabil-
ity challenge in advanced technology nodes [20,34,72]. In the sub-45 nm era,
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the process-variation induced uncertainties of device-level parametersbecome
significantly large relative to the nominal values. These parametric uncertain-
ties create a non-uniform reliability profile in the fresh devices, and affect the
time-dependent degradation of device performance as well. As a result, it
becomes hardly possible to handle these reliability uncertainties with the pre-
vailing worst-case design assumptions, without introducing a large penalty in
terms of area, delay, and power consumption.

1.2 CMOS Device Degradation and Failure

Failure mechanisms in semiconductor can be classified into three categories,
namely: intrinsic failures, extrinsic failures, and electrical stress failures[15,
60]. In this dissertation we refer to these terms as follows:

• intrinsic failures are those failures that originate from the silicon or die
and the processing done in the manufacturing ”front end”. Potential
defects and sources for failure exist in each utilized material and in every
process step that alters composition and device features [80].

• extrinsic failures are identified with the interconnection and packaging
of chips in the manufacturing ”back end”. Potential failures arise in
the steps associated with ensuring that IC contact pads are electrically
connected to external power sources and signal processing circuits [80].

• electrical stress failures are user-related and event-dependent failures
that are mainly caused by Electrical-Over-Stress (EOS) and Electro-
Static Discharge (ESD), due to improper handling [80,87].

1.2.1 The Bathtub Curve and Failure

In an IC product life cycle, the failure rate varies with time because different
kinds of failures are dominant in different periods. Empirically, the IC failure
rate can be modeled by a ”bathtub” curve, which is widely used in reliability
engineering across a wide variety of mechanical and electronic components
and systems. Figure 1.3 presents an illustration of the failure rates for different
technology generations as a function of time.

On the basis of failure rate of products, the bathtub curve can be dividedinto
three stages: the ”infant mortality” stage with decreasing failure rate, the ”nor-
mal operation” stage with near-constant failure rate, and the ”wearout” stage
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with increasing failure rate. During ICs’ early life the failure rate is high, due
to manufacturing defects. In practice, the defective products, as well as the
weak ones with a high potential for failure, are eliminated in this stage by a
screening or burn-in (i.e., stressing at an elevated temperature, and/or elec-
tric field, large/small temperature cycling, and so on) testing process prior to
shipment. Once the product reaches customers, the failure rate is relatively
small and constant after the burn-in process. The normal operation stage is
also known as the ”intrinsic failure period” because the time-dependent in-
trinsic (i.e., ”aging”) failure mechanisms dominate this stage. It is worth to
mention that the random failures are not intrinsic to device but rather to ex-
ternal conditions (e.g., radiation), hence they become significant only in hash
environments. In the late servicing life of IC product, the failure rate increases
due to wearout as microscopic defects grow over time and finally take their toll
on the product.

1.2.2 Failure Combat in Nanoscale CMOS Designs

To improve the reliability of devices and systems, the most effective way is to
reduce the failure rate. For the early life failures, the way to combat is to im-
prove the process technology, in order to reduce the defect density in the prod-
ucts. Alternatively, if the defect sources cannot be eliminated, then screening
by burn-in test is conducted to eliminate the defective products. For the aging
failure mechanisms, the combating techniques rely on: (i) device engineering
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that employ degradation-resistant materials and structures, and (ii) robust cir-
cuit and architecture designs that can tolerate device degradation undera given
specification.

It is a fact that every system degrades over time and eventually collapsesdue
to the occurrence of a catastrophic failure. However, most systems are des-
ignated with a reasonable lifetime expectation. For semiconductor products,
the lifetime specification ranges from several years (e.g., consumer electron-
ics) to several decades (e.g., electronic implants). In view of this, the purpose
of reliability engineering is to ensure that the failure rate of products during
their normal operating life is lower than the maximum acceptable failure rate
defined at design-time.

Before the nanoelectronics era, the consequence of aging failure mechanisms
was not significant, since the IC lifetime in that period was typically larger than
10 years. However, as we discussed in the previous section, the failurerate due
to aging failure mechanisms becomes larger and larger as device dimensions
shrink. As a consequence, the reliability related research is now generally
focusing on combating aging phenomena in devices and systems, in order to
ensure that the wearout does not start before the product is reaching its end of
life, according to the lifetime specification it is designed and made for.

Combating the progressive performance degradation induced by aging failure
mechanisms raises the following research questions, among others:

• How do aging failure mechanisms affect the performance of devices?
Before any possible technique can be applied to ensure certain IC life-
time reliability requirements, we need physical models of failure mecha-
nisms to guide high level design in reliability assessment, prediction, and
tradeoffs. Especially when industry steps into the nanoscale device man-
ufacturing, existing degradation models for aging failure mechanisms
should be revised to take consideration of the novel materials and device
structures introduced in this era.

• How do we assess the IC reliability during its operating life?
Based on the physical-level understanding of device performance degra-
dation, we need further means to probe the circuit reliability status dur-
ing the operating life. We note that the understanding of the current
reliability status, i.e., reliability assessment, is beneficial to dynamic
reliability-aware computing platforms, by means of, e.g., reliability-
aware task scheduling and resource allocation.

• How do we tolerate or mitigate the aging-induced degradation?
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Different than fault-tolerant techniques, which ensure the system relia-
bility typically by replicating critical components of the system to retain
the functionality, the progressive aging degradation can be potentially
handled in a less costly way. Since the aging progress is highly depen-
dent on the duty cycle or frequency of usage, one direction to mitigate
aging degradation is to balance the workload among components, in or-
der to achieve an overall reliability optimization of the system. Another
direction to tolerate aging degradation is to insert pre-defined perfor-
mance margins at design time. The central question is how to reserve a
proper margin, which allows for lifetime reliability while without losing
too much performance.

In answering the above questions, as well as targeting on the pessimistic out-
look of the reliability landscape in current and future technology nodes, this
dissertation investigates reliability-aware design and management techniques
to ensure the reliability and quality of IC products. The concepts and chal-
lenges of reliability-aware computation are introduced in the next section.

1.3 Systematic Reliability Management

The increased impact of aging effects on circuit performance has drawn a great
attention from both industry and academia. Extensive research has beencar-
ried on in the related areas, from understanding the very fundamental physical
mechanisms of aging degradations (e.g., [13, 14, 23, 31, 36, 55, 84, 85]), mod-
eling device or circuit level performance degradation for CAD tools (e.g.,[16,
112, 114], characterizing/measuring dynamic aging behaviour by online sen-
sors (e.g., [44, 53]), to designing aging-resistant components/architectures to
combat/tolerate the aging effects (e.g., [49, 103, 110]. Though each aspect
above has been extensively studied, not much work has been done in thedirec-
tion of identifying a solution able to address the aging degradation issues in a
systematic manner.

The traditional approach to handle aging reliability concerns in a digital de-
sign flow is to introduce safety margins, which, in turn, reduce the maximum
operating frequency and hence decreases the performance. Current practice is
to reserve a frequency guard-band of up to10%− 20% to account for the per-
formance loss due to aing [7,12,49]. As technology node advances, the power
supply voltage decreases and the relative parameter variations caused by pro-
cess variations increases, which further interacts with the aging degradation
and leads to significant performance variations [20,72]. As a consequence, the
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safety margins have to be set even more conservatively, which can minimize
or even eliminate the advantage introduced by a smaller technology node [65].
As a result, the tremendous effort and money spent on technology development
are partially or fully wasted.

In order to bring the performance back and fully take advantage of the newer
technology node, the safety margins reserved for aging degradation must be
tightened. To achieve this goal, in this dissertation, we propose a bottom-
up dynamic reliability-aware computing platform able to address reliability
related issues in a systematic way. The main principle behind our systematic
solution is to utilize low-level in-field aging information to guide the high-level
aging combating/mitigation techniques. The in-field real-time collected aging
information allows us to perform a more efficient reliability management when
compared with the conventional solutions [49,103,110].

Figure 1.4 depicts our systematic reliability assessment and management
framework which targets at the run-time combat of aging induced degrada-
tions. Our proposal relies on device level physical model of failure mechanism,
which is extracted from the post fabrication accelerated testing. After that,the
circuit level degradation model associated with a specific performance param-
eter, e.g., delay, is built upon the device level physical model. A dedicated
aging sensor is utilized to dynamically extract the aging-indicating parameter,
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e.g., threshold voltageVth, from the device or circuit. The aging sensor raw
data output is then processed by the Reliability Assessment module in order
to extrapolate circuit information into an aging status that can be further uti-
lized in failure time prediction and/or reliability aware resource management.
Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) module make use of the obtained
information to further guide the high-level aging mitigation techniques (e.g.,
Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling, DVFS) or to perform a reliability-aware
task scheduling and resource allocation.

Most of the existing DRM proposals [19,97,119] perform a ”blind” optimiza-
tion for reliability, since they do not rely on dedicated aging sensor no actual
aging information can be provided. When compared with those proposals, our
proposal utilize the aging sensor to dynamically extrapolate the aging informa-
tion from the circuits. With the collected aging profiling data from the sensors,
a more proactive reliability management policy can be adopted and the safety
margin reserved for the aging effects can be speculatively updated at runtime.
As a result, the performance loss due to the conservative margins at design-
time can be eliminated and the technology potential can be better utilized.
In addition, our proposal enables application specific execution scenarios that
can trade performance, energy consumption for reliability. Furthermore, our
proposal can provide an alarm signal before a failure actually happens in the
circuit, which is highly desirable in reliability-critical applications.

1.4 Dissertation Contributions

The focus of this dissertation is on reliability assessment and dynamic man-
agement for reliability-aware computing platforms. In this area of research, it
makes the following contributions:

• A unified aging model of NBTI and HCI degradation in emerging
FinFET devices towards lifetime reliability management for nanoscale
MOSFET circuits.

• A dynamic reliability management framework with two types of aging
sensor designs, namely threshold voltage (Vth) based and power supply
current (IDD) based aging sensor, respectively.

• An investigation on the impact of spatial and temporal variation on
the stability of SRAM arrays and a mitigation technique applicable for
independent-gate devices.
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• A lifetime reliability assessment framework for combinational logic
with a time-sharing aging information sensing scheme from low-level
sensors.

• A ”virtual age” based system reliability metric to overcome the short-
comings of conventional mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) for reliability
optimization.

1.5 Dissertation Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 gives an introduction on the framework of reliability-aware com-
putation platform, from the major aging failure mechanisms in the nanoelec-
tronics era to the state of the art in reliability assessment and reliability aware
computing techniques. Specifically, it provides a survey on the physical model
of major aging failure mechanisms, existing aging sensor designs, circuit level
degradation models, design-time reliability enhancement proposals, and run-
time reliability management schemes.

Chapter 3 introduces a unified reliability model of Negative Bias Tempera-
ture Instability (NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) for double-gate and
triple-gate FinFETs, towards a practical reliability assessment method for fu-
ture FinFETs based circuits. The model is based on the reaction-diffusion
theory and it is extended to cover the FinFET specific geometrical structures.
Apart of introducing the reliability model we also investigate the circuit per-
formance degradation due to NBTI and HCI in order to create the premises for
its utilization for assessing and monitoring the Integrated Circuits (ICs) aging
process. Simulation results suggest that our model characterize the NBTIand
HCI process with accuracy and it is computationally efficient, which makes
it suitable for utilization in reliability-aware architectures as reliability predic-
tion/assessment kernel for lifetime reliability management mechanisms.

Chapter 4 proposes two types of aging sensor designs, based on threshold
voltage (Vth) and on power supply current (IDD) measurement, respectively,
to assess the reliability status from device/circuit. TheVth-based aging sen-
sor is highly tolerant to process, voltage, and temperature variations, which is
highly desirable for accurate reliability assessment. However, theIDD-based
aging sensor can extract the amalgamated effect of various aging mechanisms,
e.g., NBTI, HCI, from a large circuit block, which can significantly reduce the
required number of aging sensors for acquiring degradation informationfrom
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a large system. Besides the circuit designs for the aging sensors, two Dynamic
Reliability Management (DRM) system schemes associated with these two
types of sensors are presented as well. Both of our sensor designs are verified
by simulations with Cadence tools using TSMC65 nm technology library. The
simulation results indicate that theVth-based aging sensor has a very low pro-
cess, supply voltage, and temperature (PVT) sensitivity, which outperforms the
accuracy of the NBTI and HCI sensors from prior work under PVT-variation
circumstances; and the power supply currentIDD exhibits a similar aging rate
as the threshold voltage for the entire circuit lifetime, but with a better sen-
sitivity towards the End-of-Life (EOL), which demonstrates the validity and
practical relevance of the proposedIDD aging monitoring framework.

Chapter 5 investigates the influence and mitigation of NBTI degradation and
random process variations on the stability of the FinFET based 6T-SRAM cell.
The contributions of transistor threshold voltage variations (∆Vth) on the sta-
bility of the SRAM cell are thoroughly examined by means of SPICE sim-
ulations. Different biasing schemes for compensation at different transistors
are investigated, and the optimal scheme is selected. A mitigation method for
memory stability management under spatial and temporal variations is demon-
strated. By taking advantage of the independent-gate FinFET device struc-
ture, threshold voltage adjustment is performed by back-gate biasing. The
proposed technique allows for a practical compensation strategy able to pre-
serve the SRAM cell stability while balancing performance and leakage power
consumption. We evaluate the impact of our proposal on the SRAM cell sta-
bility by means of SPICE simulations for 20nm FinFET devices. Simulation
results indicate that the proposed technique can effectively maintain stability
of an SRAM array within the desired range during its operational life under
both spatial and temporal variations, hence improve the system performance
and reliability. Our method allows for maintaining the Static Noise Margin
(SNM) degradation of SRAM cells under a certain range, e.g.,2% of fresh
device after1 year operation, which is about55.56% improvement when com-
pared with the4.5% degradation corresponding to the uncompensated case.

Chapter 6 presents a lifetime reliability modeling and enhancement frame-
work, which demonstrates how to utilize the aging information from dedicated
low-level aging sensors to extrapolate the overall system health status. We
first propose a path delay shift model to link up the measured aging informa-
tion with the circuit degradation. Then we propose a Timing-Sharing Sensing
(TSS) method forVth-based DRM to sample the dynamic activity ratio from
the circuits under monitoring. Furthermore, we introduce a system-level re-
liability metric ”Virtual Age”, instead of the commonly used Mean-Time-to-
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Failure (MTTF) metric, for dynamic reliability management. We evaluate our
approaches by conducting SPICE simulation on a couple of ISCAS85 & 89
benchmark circuits and the results have indicated that the proposed path delay
shift estimation model and TSS scheme can predict/assess the circuit perfor-
mance degradation, i.e., circuit path delay shift, with an acceptable accuracy
margin no more than5.03%.

Finally,Chapter 7 concludes our work and provides some directions for future
research.



2
A Framework for Reliability-Aware

Design and Computation

R eliability aware computation involves a wide range of aspects. In
this chapter, we give an overview of the reliability-aware computa-
tion framework. Specifically, we first give a review on the major

aging failure mechanisms in nanoelectronics era, and then present the stateof
the art in reliability assessment and reliability aware computation, which in-
cludes details on existing aging sensor designs, circuit level degradationmod-
els, design-time reliability enhance proposals, and runtime reliability manage-
ment schemes.

2.1 A Framework for Reliability-Aware Computation

The reliability-aware computation related work can be depicted by a frame-
work as presented in Figure 2.1. The reliability aware computing is funda-
mentally built upon the solid understanding of physical and thermodynamic
process of aging failure mechanisms. These processes are describedby device
parameter degradation models. Based on the device-level degradation mod-
els, circuit-level degradation models can be further derived to guide highlevel
reliability-aware synthesis, reliability assessment, and reliability-aware task
scheduling. In addition, aging-resistant architectures and self-adaptive tech-
niques are widely proposed (e.g., [8, 26, 94]) for reliability-aware computing
as well.

Usually, IC lifetime requirements are mostly made based on worst-case as-
sumptions, which leads to highly conservative margins on technology parame-
ters, resulting in the under utilization of the technology potential. To make bet-
ter use of the technological improvement, this pessimistic assumption should

13
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Figure 2.1: The Framework of Reliability-Aware Design and Computing Platforms. The major failure mechanisms includes: Negative
Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), Electric Migration
(EM), and Thermal Cycling (TC), etc.
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be relaxed and combined with a Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM)
framework that relies on aging sensors able to provide a reliability status as-
sessment on the ICs.

Among the high level reliability-aware techniques, aging-resistant circuit and
architecture design and reliability-aware synthesis are conducted at design-
time. On the contrary, self-adaptive tuning and reliability-aware task schedul-
ing techniques handle aging degradation at runtime. The real challenge of
reliability-aware computation is how to satisfy the lifetime specification with
minimum overhead of area, delay, and power consumption. To be more spe-
cific, we need to understand how much degradation aging can induce in prac-
tice under different conditions, how can we evaluate the existing degradation,
and how can we allocate the necessary resource to combat the aging induced
degradation. Addressing these challenges at runtime, DRM techniques have
more flexibility than design-time techniques, since adjustment according to
different IC aging conditions can be performed at the individual, even the
component scale. Hence, there is a higher possibility for runtime techniques
to achieve a better optimization than design-time techniques by utilizing less
resources. With our special interests on the time-dependent device parameter
degradations due to intrinsic failure mechanisms, we focus our discussion on
runtime reliability assessment of aging degradations, and on mitigation tech-
niques that enables reliability-aware computation. However, this does not re-
strict the generality of our work, such as device- and circuit-level reliability
models, which can be also applied to the design-time reliability assessment
and optimization.

In the reminder of this chapter, we walk through an overview of the existing
work related to the reliability-aware computation in a bottom-up way. In the
next section, we give a review on the major aging failure mechanisms in the
nanoelectronics era, including the physical mechanism of the aging effects, the
damage it causes to the circuit, and the mathematical model we use to describe
the time evolution of the failure mechanism.

2.2 CMOS Major Aging Failure Mechanisms

Aggressive technology scaling in the past decades has made CMOS devices
very vulnerable to aging degradations. There are a number of physicalfailure
mechanisms that can affect the reliability of CMOS devices. According to the
ITRS 2011 guideline on process integration, devices and structures, themajor
reliability concerns in the near future include [3,69]:
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Figure 2.2: Generation of PMOS interface traps under NBTI stress (Nit = interface
trap).

• Negative/Positive Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI/PBTI), Hot Car-
rier Injection (HCI), Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB),
and Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) in scaled and non-planar devices;

• Electro-Migration (EM) and Stress Voiding in scaled interconnects;

• Increasing statistical variations of intrinsic failure mechanisms in scaled
and non-planar devices.

In the rest of this section, we give a brief introduction on the underlying physics
of the most important aging mechanisms, namely BTI (including NBTI and
PBTI), HCI, and TDDB, in order to provide the reader with a basic under-
standing of the aging effects and how they evolve with technology.

2.2.1 Bias Temperature Instability

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) is considered to be one of the
most critical reliability threats to device in the nanoelectronics era [28, 72].
NBTI is prominent in PMOS devices along the entire channel when negative
gate-to-source voltage is applied, resulting in the generation of interface traps
(Nit) at the Si-SiO2 interface. The accumulation of interface traps causes a
gradual shift of key transistor parameters, such as threshold voltage (Vth), lin-
ear (Idlin) and saturation (Idsat) drain current, and transconductance (gm).

Figure 2.2 illustrates the interface traps generation at the Si-SiO2 interface
(to be more precisely, it is the substrate-oxide interface). In the fabrication
process, the dangling bonds (i.e., unsatisfied silicon valence electrons) at the
Si-SiO2 interface are passivated with hydrogen atoms. Under certain circum-
stances (mainly due to elevated temperature), inversion layer holes from the
channel can tunnel into the gate oxide, break the Si-H bond leaving behindan
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interface trap. Consequently, the free hydrogen particles are diffused/drifted
away from the Si-SiO2 interface. Since the PMOS device operates with a neg-
ative gate bias, the electric field in the gate dielectric layer is directed away
from the Si-SiO2 interface. This electric field drives the holes tunnel from
the channel to the oxide, which makes NBTI for PMOS devices a more se-
vere issue than the PBTI associated with NMOS devices. However, PBTI is
still an important reliability issue when high-κ materials are utilized for gate
dielectric [100].

Despite of the fact that the NBTI effect has been extensively studied in recent
years, there is no general agreement on the physical fundamentals of the NBTI
kinetics. One of the most popular NBTI models is the Reaction-Diffusion (RD)
model, which attributes the phenomenon to a thermally activated reaction of
holes with Si-H bonds at the Si-SiO2 interface. The RD mechanism was first
proposed in 1977 by Jeppson and Svensson in [45], and they found out that the
NBTI-driven shift of the P-MOSFET threshold voltage depends on the applied
gate voltage, temperature, and stress time. Alam et al. extended this model
in [13,14,54,55,68] to capture the NBTI-induced parameter shift (mainly, Vth)
in nanoscale CMOS technologies. According to the RD model, the threshold
voltage shift∆Vth can be expressed as:

∆Vth = A exp

(

− Ea

kT

)

exp(γVgs)t
n, (2.1)

whereA is a technology-dependent constant,Ea is the activation energy (typ-
ically ∼ 0.1 eV), k is the Boltzmann constant,T is the absolute temperature,
Vgs is the applied gate voltage,γ is a gate voltage dependent coefficient,t is
the time in seconds, andn is the NBTI time evolution exponent. Unfortunately,
Eq. (2.1) is only valid for static (also referred as ”DC”) stress conditions. The
dynamic voltage stress condition is taken into consideration in [59]. A com-
pact NBTI stress model is proposed in [112], where a more advanced analyt-
ical NBTI model with parameters extracted for a65 nm CMOS technology is
presented.

The RD model is widely used in academia, however, it is not able to fully
capture all the features of NBTI phenomena. One major criticism is that the
RD model predicts a universal recovery of the NBTI induced damage when the
applied negative gate bias is removed. This is in a big contrast with experimen-
tal measurements which indicate that NBTI recovery cannot be the diffusion-
limited process as suggested by the RD model [36]. As an alternative, models
using fast hole trapping and detrapping in NBTI-generated and pre-existing
traps at the Si-SiO2 interface or in the oxide are proposed to explain the fast
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NBTI recovery effect. In [84,85] Parthasarathy et al. proposed amodel which
is combining the interface generation and hole trapping together to explain
the recovery characterization of NBTI effect. Later, Grasser and Kaczer et
al. [37, 88] presented a trapping model demonstrating how a unified field and
temperature acceleration account for both the stress and recovery phase. Ex-
perimental measurements on very small devices (< 100 nm) has revealed that
the NBTI recovery behaviour takes place in discrete steps [36]. The properties
of these discrete steps are not consistent with a diffusion-limited process,but
rather with the capture and emission of individual holes.

The hole trapping/detrapping model seems to be closer to the physical funda-
mentals, however, there is criticism on it as well [68]. First, the hole trapping
model cannot predict the power law time exponent as RD model does. Sec-
ond, the RD model reveals a robust universality of of NBTI degradationunder
dynamic (also referred as ”AC”) stress, which has not been predictedbefore.
The contention on the NBTI physics process is still going on, as none of the
existing models can capture all the NBTI features. Moreover, there is a lack
of compact models formulated in terms of transistor design parameters for
design-time and runtime reliability evaluation and assessment.

2.2.2 Hot Carrier Injection

Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) was a major reliability concern in 1980s [40,104,
105]. Later, it became less dominant when the supply voltages were scaled
down and graded drain junctions were introduced. However, HCI draws atten-
tion again in nanoscale electronics due to the increasing internal electric fields
present in aggressively scaled devices [75,108].

HCI occurs when an electron or a hole gains sufficient kinetic energy to inject
itself from the channel into the gate dielectric, leaving behind an interface trap
just as NBTI does. Consequently, the transistor parameters, e.g.,Vth and so
on, shift gradually over time. The term ”hot” refers to the fact that the carriers
are accelerated to a considerably higher energy than the thermal energyof the
surrounding lattice. The hot carriers tunnelling into the gate dielectric can
show up as gate current. However, the substrate current, which is the opposite
component of the HCI induced gate current, is usually collected to evaluate the
HCI stress induced damage, because of the easier measurement.

HCI is one of the most thoroughly investigated aging effects. The very basis
of most HCI models are build on the ”lucky electron” model. This model
was first introduced in the work [40, 104] and it is based on the following
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assumptions: (i) the carrier energy is gained solely through the drain lateral
electric field acceleration; (ii) the main energy relaxation process is phonon
scattering. According to this model, the device parameter degradation can be
expressed as [100]:

∆P ∝ Lαeff ×∆Nit(t)

≈ Lαeff

[

t × Id

W
×
(

Isub

Id

)m]n

exp

(

Ea

kT

)

, (2.2)

where∆P is the change in the device parameter (e.g.,∆Vth), Leff is the ef-
fective channel length,W is the device width,∆Nit is the generated interface
traps due to HCI,t is the time in seconds,Id is the drain current of fresh
device,Isub is the substrate current of fresh device,k is the Boltzmann con-
stant,T is the absolute temperature,Ea is the HCI activation energy (typically
around−0.05 eV), α a is technology related constant,m is a constant given
by φIT/φII , whereφIT is the critical energy for carriers to create an interface
trap (≈ 3.7eV , [40]) andφII is the impact ionization threshold energy (≈ 1.3
eV, [100]), andn is the power-law time exponent for HCI induced degradation
time evolution.

2.2.3 Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) is a result of high operating
electric fields in the gate dielectric of MOSFET devices. The breakdown is
caused by the formation of a conducting path through the gate oxide to sub-
strate due to electron tunnelling current, when MOSFETs are operated close
to or beyond their specified operating voltages.

When the gate dielectric is subjected to electrical stress, structural defectsare
continuously generated in the oxide bulk and at the interface as well. With
the defect number increases, soft breakdown (SBD) is formatted, which leads
the dielectric to a partial loss of the insulativity. The accumulation of SBD
may cause a final hard breakdown (HBD) of dielectric, which leads the dielec-
tric to a complete loss of its functionality. The physical consequences of the
dielectric degradation include [100]: positive charge trapping; generation of
neutral electron traps; generation of Si-SiO2 interface states; increase of the
gate leakage current, etc.

Historically, a number of TDDB models have been widely used to predict the
time-to-breakdown (i.e., when the HBD occurs)tBD due to the TDDB failure
mechanism. The most important models are the thermochemical model [71],
the anode-hole-injection model [22], and the voltage model [117,118].
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The thermochemical model is also known as theE model, holds true for gate
oxide thickness is greater than4 nm [1]. The cause of TDDB under low electric
field (< 10 MV/cm) is due to field-enhanced thermal bond breakage at the Si-
SiO2 interface. The time-to-breakdowntBD can be expressed as [71]:

tBD = A0 exp(−γEox) exp

(

Ea

kT

)

, (2.3)

whereγ is the field-acceleration parameter,Eox is the electric field in the oxide,
Ea is the activation energy of TDDB, andA0 is a process/material dependent
coefficient.

The Anode-Hole-Injection model is also referred to as the1/E model. Accord-
ing to this model, the TDDB damage is assumed to be due to current through
the dielectric by Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) conduction. F-N injected electrons
(from the cathode) cause dielectric impact ionization damage as they accelerate
through it. The time-to-breakdowntBD is expected to exhibit an exponential
dependence on the inverse of electric field [22]:

tBD = τ0(T ) exp

[

G (T )

Eox

]

, (2.4)

whereτ0(T ) is a temperature dependent prefactor, andG (T ) is a temperature
dependent field acceleration parameter for the1/E model. In contrast with the
E model, the1/E model has been proved to provide a good fit with experi-
mental data in situation when a high electric field is applied.

Both theE model and1/E model can only fit a limited range of the electric
field. Nevertheless, the applicability of these two models does not appear to
be valid for gate oxide thickness smaller than4 nm. It was found that the
breakdown of the ultra-thin oxides show an exponential dependence onvoltage
rather than on the electric field. In such cases, the time-to-breakdowntBD can
be expressed as [117,118]:

tBD = A0 exp(−βV ) exp

(

Ea

kT

)

, (2.5)

whereA0 is a material and process dependent factor,β is the voltage accelera-
tion parameter, andV is the applied voltage.

BTI, HCI, and TDDB are considered as the most important aging effects inthe
current and future technology nodes. The review above describes the physical
fundamentals and the most popular time-evolution models associated to them.
However, as novel devices emerge in the nanoelectronics era, these models
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should be revised to accommodate the novel geometry structures and materials
introduced in those devices. In Chapter 3 we give further insight on the RD
model, and we extend it to describe the time evolution process of NBTI and
HCI effects in FinFET devices. In the next section, we give an introduction on
the reliability characterization and assessment techniques, which are utilized
to understand and evaluate the degradation process due to the aging effects.

2.3 Reliability Characterization and Assessment

Up to date most of the high level proposals for reliability-aware computation
perform dynamic reliability management without relying on dedicated aging
sensors to extract reliability status from circuits [19,27,42,94,97,101]. Though
they can gain a statistical reliability improvement across a large population of
products, those proposals might fail on particular individual ICs due to the
spatial and temporal variability. To overcome this limitation, in this disserta-
tion, we propose a reliability-aware computing platform with the support of
reliability assessment by dedicated online aging sensors.

In the recent past, a number of approaches for aging/reliability characteriza-
tion or monitoring have been reported. In [53], Kim et al. introduce an on-chip
aging monitor for NBTI. High resolution of degradation measurements can be
achieved by detecting the beat-frequency from a pair of ring oscillators.Keane
et al. further extend this idea to an ”all-in-one” sensor for BTI, HCI, and TDDB
degradation measurement [44]. However, the large area overhead oftheir de-
sign makes their approach suitable only for degradation characterization,not
for online reliability assessment.

Karl et al. propose compact in-situ sensors for monitoring NBTI and TDDB,
respectively, in [48, 96]. These sensors work in the sub-threshold region with
leakage current to increase the sensitivity. Even though they require a small
area overhead, these sensors are sensitive to process, voltage, and temperature
variations. Agarwal et al. propose aging sensor designs integrated inside a flip-
flop to detect delay violation(s) in [10, 11]. These designs are relativelysmall
and can be potentially included in many chip flip-flops. However, this kind of
sensor can only check delay violation in a static or quasi-static time window
(”guard-band”), and thus no quantitative aging information can be collected.

The previous analysis clearly indicates that existing aging sensors either have
large area overhead, which makes them not suitable for online reliability as-
sessment; or cannot provide quantitative aging information at all. In orderto
achieve our goal of implementing a proactive DRM system, we propose two
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types of aging sensors in Chapter 4 based on threshold voltage (Vth) and power
supply current (IDD) measurement, respectively.

2.4 Reliability Aware Design and Computation

Addressing the increasing concerns on reliability and aging degradation in
nanometer IC era, reliability-aware computation become a hot topic in recent
years. Tremendous effort has been given on reliability-related designand com-
putation. The proposals can be divided into four categories, namely: aging
resistant architecture, aging-aware synthesis, self-adaptive tuning techniques,
and dynamic task scheduling and resource allocation.

2.4.1 Aging-Resistant Architectures

At the beginning, most work on aging resistant architecture focused on design
methodologies rather than on specific aging mitigation techniques. A first step
towards addressing this issue called ”RAMP” is proposed in [97], which is
a micro-architecture level model that allows for performance boosting within
an acceptable reliability margin. In [103], Sylvester et al. propose an adap-
tive self-healing architecture named ”ElastIC” to deal with the extreme condi-
tions in a multiple-core processor subject to huge process variations, transistor
degradations at varying rates, and device failures. ElastIC is based onaggres-
sive runtime self-diagnosis, adaptivity, and self-healing. However, thiswork is
just a conceptual investigation on architecture-level methodologies to combat
process variations and aging degradation, and no specific implementations of
the combating techniques are presented. Similarly, in [110] Tiwari et al. pro-
pose a framework named ”Facelift” to hide the performance degradation due
to aging through aging-driven application scheduling, and Adaptive Supply
Voltage (ASV) or Adaptive Body Bias (ABB). Recently, some architecture-
/microarchitecture-level aging-resistant techniques are proposed. In[58] Ku-
mar et al. use a data flipping technique to recover the Static Noise Margin
(SNM) of the SRAM cell. However, the performance and area overheadintro-
duced by the data flipping technique is very high. In [8], Abella et al. propose
an NBTI-aware processor named ”Penelope”, which integrates several strate-
gies to mitigate NBTI. The main idea of Penelope is to enhance the recovery
effect of NBTI during idle time for combinational logic blocks and memory-
like blocks, respectively. This method is economic efficient but interrupts the
normal functionality of the processors.
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2.4.2 Aging-Aware Synthesis

Aging-aware synthesis mainly refers to degradation mitigation and/or opti-
mization techniques adopted in EDA tools at design-time. In [18] Bild et al.
present a technique for the minimization of the NBTI induced performance
degradation by internal node control. In this technique, the input signals of
individual gates are directly manipulated to prevent the static NBTI fatigue.
More specifically, to eliminate static NBTI stress on all the PMOS transistors
in a circuit, the outputs of most gates must be forced high. Gates feeding only
into the lower PMOS transistors of NOR gates are the exception. In [115]
Wang et al. propose two gate replacement algorithms, which together with op-
timal input vector selection can simultaneously reduce the leakage power and
mitigate NBTI-induced degradation. In [56] Kumar et al. present a methodol-
ogy to estimate NBTI induced delay degradation at the Register Transfer Level
(RTL) by signal correlations analysis. In this way, aging-aware optimization
can be conducted at RTL code level.

2.4.3 Self-Adaptive Tuning

Usually, IC lifetime requirements are mostly determined based on worst-case
assumptions, which leads to highly conservative margins on technology pa-
rameters, resulting in the under utilization of the technology potential. To
make better use of the technological improvement, Dynamic Reliability Man-
agement (DRM) frameworks are proposed to diminish the performance loss
due to the design-time pessimistic assumption. The most frequent techniques
adopted in DRM frameworks are Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
and Adaptive Body Biasing (ABB) [27,49,74,94]. In [27] Das et al.presented
a Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) technique called ”Razor”, which incorpo-
rates an in situ error detection and correction mechanism to recover from tim-
ing errors. Although their work is not dedicated to aging-aware computation,
their proposal can be easily adapted to the related area. In [94] Shah etal.
further extended the DVS technique into a Built-In Proactive Tuning (BIPT)
which the basic principle is that each circuit block can autonomously tune its
performance according to its own degree of aging. In [49] a self-adaptive ar-
chitecture is proposed to address transistor aging by DVFS as the devicesage.
In [74] Mintarno et al. present a framework and several control policies for
optimizing the dynamic control of various self-tuning parameters over lifetime
in the presence of circuit aging.
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2.4.4 Dynamic Task Scheduling & Resource Allocation

Besides the self-adaptive tuning techniques, dynamic task-scheduling and
resource-allocation techniques are proposed as well to deal with aging degra-
dation in the circuits. Huang et al. propose an algorithm to perform task
allocation on Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoCs) platforms in order to
minimize the energy consumption while satisfying a given lifetime reliability
constraint in [41, 42]. However, their work is inherited from thermal-aware
task scheduling and allocation algorithms, hence it might not result in relia-
bility optimized results due to the underestimation of other aging accelerating
factors, e.g., electric field, duty-cycle, and so on. In [101, 102] Sun etal. pro-
pose an NBTI aware system workload model and a Dynamic Tile Partition
(DTP) algorithm to balance workload among active cores while relaxing the
stressed ones on Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) platforms.

Our analysis clearly indicates that reliability aware computation is attracting
more and more attention from both academia and industry. Within the var-
ious possibilities to handle aging degradation related issues, this dissertation
emphasis the effort on the runtime techniques, which includes self-adaptive
tuning, dynamic task scheduling, and resource allocation.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we walk through a brief introduction of the major failure mech-
anisms in nanometer CMOS technologies. The physical fundamentals of the
failure mechanisms are presented, as well as the most popular physical models
associated with them. While there are still open issues related to the physical
fundamentals of those models that need further clarification efforts, thereis a
clear lack of compact models, which are highly desirable for reliability sim-
ulation and assessment. Next, we present existing work of aging sensorson
reliability characterization and assessment. We also discuss the shortcoming
of the existing designs utilization in a proactive DRM system and conclude
that, as a key component for quantitative reliability management, novel ag-
ing sensors dedicated to online degradation assessment are required. Subse-
quently, we present state of the art reliability aware computation techniques
tuned for combating aging degradation. Those proposals can be fitted into four
categories, namely aging-resistant architecture design, aging-aware synthesis,
self-adaptive tuning, and dynamic task scheduling and resource allocation.

As we have already discussed in this chapter, a proactive DRM system has to
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be constructed upon the solid understanding of the underlying physical pro-
cess of aging failure mechanisms. In the next chapter, we present a unified
NBTI and HCI aging model for FinFET devices, based on the RD model.
This accurate aging model constitutes the foundation stone of our proactive
reliability-aware computing platform.





3
Unified Aging Model for Dynamic

Reliability Management

A splanar MOSFET is approaching its physical scaling limits, FinFET
becomes one of the most promising alternative structure to keep on
the industry scaling-down trend for future technology generations of

22 nm and beyond. In this chapter, we propose a unified reliability model of
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI)
for double-gate and triple-gate FinFETs, towards a practical reliability assess-
ment method for future FinFETs based circuits. The model is based on the
Reaction-Diffusion (RD) theory and it is extended to cover the FinFET spe-
cific geometrical structure. Apart of introducing the reliability model we also
investigate the circuit performance degradation due to NBTI and HCI in order
to create the premises for its utilization for assessing and monitoring the aging
process of FinFET based Integrated Circuits (ICs). To validate our model we
simulate NBTI and HCI degradation and compare the obtainedVth shift pre-
diction with the one extracted out of experimental data. The simulation results
suggest that our model characterize the NBTI and HCI processes with accu-
racy and it is computationally efficient, which makes it suitable for utilization
in reliability-aware architectures as reliability prediction/assessment kernelfor
lifetime reliability management.

3.1 Introduction

As CMOS device scaling entered the deep sub-micron regime, the combination
of extremely small devices with a supply voltage that cannot scale proportion-
ally leads to a rising reliability concern due to multiple degradation mecha-
nisms, such as NBTI, HCI, TDDB, and so on [23, 38, 62, 82, 95]. Moreover,

27
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Figure 3.1: SOI FinFET Schematic View.

with the commence of the nanoscale electronics era, worries about reliability
are even worsened, as the bottom-up manufacturing processes are inherently
prone to defects and the nano fabricated IC runtime faults are expected to be
high, caused by shrunken device dimensions and low supply voltages. More-
over, as the conventional MOSFET planar structure is approaching its physical
limits, the emerge of novel nanoscale devices raises further reliability concerns
because of the introduced new materials and device structures.

Among various emerging devices for future nanotechnology circuits and sys-
tems, the multi-gate field effect transistors, e.g., MuGFETs, FinFET [24, 92],
represents one of the most promising alternative candidates to replace planar
CMOS devices, due to its improved electrostatic controllability and drive cur-
rent, therefore reduced Short Channel Effect (SCE) relative to thebulk CMOS
technology. However, the new geometrical features of these new structures
introduce new degradation processes to the device.

In this chapter, we propose a unified NBTI and HCI degradation model for
double-gate and triple-gate FinFET devices. The model falls under the RD
theory [14, 55, 59] framework and captures the FinFET specific geometrical
aspects. The major contributions of the chapter can be summarized as follows:

• A unified NBTI and HCI degradation model for double-gate and triple-
gate FinFET devices is proposed. The proposed model unifies the NBTI
and HCI degradations, which simplifies the simulation complexity thus
makes it suitable for utilization in circuit simulation.

• The reduced dimension effects of nanoscale devices on the NBTI and
HCI induced degradations are thoroughly investigated.

• Moreover, based on this reliability model, we introduce a device perfor-
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mance degradation model able to capture and predict the aging process
due to NBTI and HCI inside FinFET based ICs.

To validate our model we simulate the NBTI and HCI degradations and com-
pared the obtainedVth shift prediction with the one extracted out of experi-
mental data. The simulation results indicate that our model characterizes the
NBTI and HCI process with accuracy and it is computationally efficient, which
makes it potentially applicable for lifetime reliability management schemes to
be included in reliability-aware architectures.

3.2 FinFET Device

The FinFET device, also known as ”multigate” device, refers to a MOSFET
which incorporates more than one gate into a single device. The idea of Fin-
FET device was first introduced by a UC Berkeley research team in 1999[43].
Compared with planar devices, the FinFET multiple-gate structure provides a
better channel controllability. As a result, the FinFET device has a superior
suppression of the undesirable short-channel-effect. The leakage current dur-
ing the ”off-state” is decreased and the ”on” state drive current is enhanced.
These advantages translate into lower power consumption and better perfor-
mance. Based on these advantages, the ITRS has predicted that FinFET de-
vices will be the cornerstone of sub-32 nm technologies [3].

Despite all the advantages that FinFET can have, their novel geometrical struc-
ture raises new reliability concerns. Recent experimental investigations in-
dicate that MuGFET devices with standard orientation are more susceptible
to NBTI than planar devices due to the higher availability of Si-H bonds at
the (110) oriented fin sidewalls [38]. Furthermore, a self-heating effect [106]
caused by the SOI body may speed up the NBTI degradation for its thermal-
activated nature. FinFET exhibits an improved HCI immunity with decreasing
fin width [23], however, its immunity significantly depends on several fac-
tors, such as interface state generation, self heating effect, and temperature-
dependent bandgap energy [64]. As a result, NBTI and HCI remain major
reliability concerns for the FinFET devices and circuits.

3.3 Generalized RD Model and Its 1-D Solutions

Within all the degradations a device may experience during its operational life,
the NBTI and HCI stresses have a very similar physical progress. Both of
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these degradations are related to the generation of interface traps causing Si
dangling bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface. NBTI is prominent in PMOS devices
along the entire channel when negative gate-to-source voltage is applied, while
HCI is prominent in NMOS devices and occurs near the drain end due to the
”hot” carriers accelerated in the channel. The interface traps accumulateat the
Si/SiO2 interface then cause a threshold voltage (Vth) shift, which results in a
poor drive current and shorten device and circuit lifetime.

NBTI and HCI has been well studied and understood for the planar structures
as MOSFETs. Traditionally, NBTI degradation is modelled by the Reaction-
Diffusion (RD) model [14, 55, 59], and HCI degradations by the ”lucky-
electron” model [40] and then is shifted to an energy-driven model [91].As
suggested in [61], HCI can also be modelled under RD theory framework,and
a geometry-dependent unified RD model for NBTI and HCI has been proposed
for planar and surround-gate MOSFETs [55]. However, that model doesn’t
capture all the FinFET’s features, e.g., the high aspect (HSi/WSi ) ratio. More-
over, the impact of NBTI and HCI degradations on the circuit performance has
not been well studied yet. A general and accurate reliability model is essential
for circuit designs and for lifetime reliability management frameworks. Since
both degradations can be modelled under the same RD framework, a unified
aging model of NBTI and HCI stresses provides benefits, e.g., simplicity and
efficiency, for Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) implementations.

3.3.1 Generalized RD Modeling Framework

As mentioned in previous section, NBTI and HCI are physically induced by
the Si-H/Si-O bonds breakage at the Si/SiO2 interface. NBTI occurs when
the gate node is negatively biased and it is accelerated at a elevated tempera-
ture condition. Holes from the inversion layer can tunnel into the gate oxide,
break the Si-H bond leaving behind an interface trap. While in the HCI pro-
cess, the energetic ”hot” electrons are accelerated by the lateral electricfield
in the channel and can be injected into the oxide near the drain end causing
interface traps too. The H atoms released in this process diffuse away from
the Si/SiO2 interface. Consequently, interface charges are induced, raising the
device threshold voltage Vth.

Conventionally, NBTI and HCI are modelled separately. While it might be
possible to evaluate these degradations individually in experiments and testing,
it is hard and of practical relevance to separate them in real operating circuits.
Therefore, when targeting an online IC lifetime management, a unified aging
model is of interest as it reduces the resource overhead and the complexity of
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the monitoring process.

Given the initial concentration of the Si-H bonds, i.e.,N0, and hydrogen
species profile functionH(x , t) (H stands for atomic hydrogen particles H0

and H+, or hydrogen molecule H2), the kinetic equation describing the inter-
face reaction is

∂Nit(0,t)

∂t
= kf (N0 − Nit)− krNitH(0, t)1/a, (3.1)

whereNit is the interface state concentration, andkf andkr are the forward and
reverse reaction rates, respectively.H(0, t) is the time-dependent hydrogen
density at the Si/SiO2 interface, whilea is the kinetic exponent (1 for atomic
hydrogen particles H0 and H+, and 2 for hydrogen molecule H2). It is worth
to mention that the forward reaction ratekf has a dependence on the vertical
electrical fieldEox .

The generated hydrogen species diffuse away from the interface towards the
gate, driven by the gradient of the density. The process is governed by the
Fick’s Second Law [73], as follows

∂H(x , t)

∂t
= DH · ∇2H(x , t)± qH · µHEox

∂H

∂t
, (3.2)

whereDH andµH are the diffusion coefficient and mobility of species H re-
spectively,Eox is the electric field in the oxide, andqH is the charge state of
species H (q = 0 for H0 and H2, andq = 1 for H+). This diffusion equation
is geometry dependent, thus its solution requires the fabrication technology
details of the device under consideration, i.e., FinFET in our case.

In weak electric-fields,DH andµH are field-independent and follow the Ein-
stein’s relation

µH

DH

=
q

kT
, (3.3)

whereq, k , andT are unit electron charge, Boltzmann’s constant, and absolute
temperature, respectively.

And the number of new generated interface traps is given by the total number
of mobile hydrogen atoms, which can be expressed as

Nit(t) = a

∫ ∞

0
H(x , t)dx . (3.4)

Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) defines the basic framework of RD theory. Specifically,
Eq. (3.1) is the reaction equation, which defines the generation of the interface
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traps; and Eq. (3.2) is the diffusion equation, which defines the concentration
profile of the hydrogen species in the gate oxide. The solutions of these equa-
tions will be discussed in the next section.

3.3.2 Solutions of 1-D Reaction-Diffusion Equation

A complete solution for the reaction-diffusion process defined by Eq. (3.1)
is given in [79], which gives a very complex analytical expression forNit(t)
andH(x , t). Another frequently referred solution for Eq. (3.1) is based on
a triangular approximation of hydrogen species profile along x-axis. In this
approximation, the hydrogen spices are assumed to be neutral(i.e.,H is H0

and/or H2), which is suggested by Alam et al. in their work [14,55]. Applying
the triangular approximation of H species profile to Eq. (3.4) yields

Nit(t) = a

∫ x(t)

0
H(x , t)dx

= a

∫

√
DH t

0
H(0, t)(1− x√

DHt
)dx

=
a

2
H(0, t)

√

DHt, (3.5)

wherex(t) =
√
DHt is the approximated diffusion front, andH(0, t) is the

particle concentration at the Si-SiO2 interface.

According to experimental measurements, the interface trap generation rateis
very slow [13]. Hence, it is safe to assume that∂Nit/∂t ≈ 0. Moreover, we
can also assume that the initial interface trap densityNit(0) is negligible when
compared to the density of Si-H bond, i.e.,Nit(0) ≪ N0. Thus, Eq. (3.1) can
be simplified as

NitH(0, t)1/a ≈ kf

kr
N0. (3.6)

By substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.6), we can obtain the final expression for
Nit(t). For atomic hydrogen we have

Nit,H0(t) =

√

kfN0

2kr
(DHt)

1/4,

while for molecule hydrogen we have

Nit,H2(t) = (
kfN0

2kr
)2/3(DH2t)

1/6.
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For the positive charged hydrogen atoms (i.e., protons), a rectangular approxi-
mation can be assumed [39], which gives

Nit,H+(t) =

√

kfN0

2kr
(µH+Eox t)

1/2.

Eq. (3.7) to Eq. (3.7) suggest a time evolution exponent of1/4, 1/6, and1/2
for NBTI-induced interface trap generation with H0, H2, and H+ as diffusion
hydrogen particles, respectively. In experimental results [7, 54, 83,86], the
1/6 time evolution exponent is usually found, thus the hydrogen molecule is
preferable during diffusion.

3.4 FinFET Reduced Dimension Effect on NBTI

All the discussions thus far are based on the assumption that the oxide dielec-
tric is thick enough to ignore the gate-electrode effect, thus the diffusion of
hydrogen species is considered to be in a semi-infinite space with a rectangu-
lar plane source located at x= 0. This assumption can hardly hold for current
and future advanced technology nodes (tox ≤ 2nm). However, the exact effect
of gate electrode (either reflecting or absorbing hydrogen particles) remains
unknown yet, thus the semi-infinite diffusion assumption is still adopted here.
On the other hand, as the device dimension scaling continues, the rectangular
cross section of hydrogen diffusion assumption has to be modified, especially
for the novel device geometric structure cases like FinFET.

3.4.1 Diffusion Source Limited Size Effect

In [54], the effect of the geometry on hydrogen diffusion is covered by intro-
ducing 2-D and 3-D diffusion for the line-edge and corner effect, respectively.
The authors divided the diffusion space into rectangular, cylindrical, and spher-
ical sections, which requires a ”regular” shape of cross section. In the follow-
ing we present a more generalized way to model the geometric effect.

Instead of separating the diffusion space into several independent parts, we
propose a quasi 2-D diffusion model to handle the reduced cross-section di-
mension effect. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the reduced cross section effect in the
Triple-Gate (TG) FinFET (Figure 3.2a) and the Double-Gate (DG) FinFET
(Figure 3.2b) device, respectively. Starting with the TG-FinFET device, we
assume a uniform hydrogen concentration for the gradient line with a distance
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Figure 3.2: Quasi 2-D cross section for hydrogen diffusion: (a) Triple-Gate (TG)
FinFET; (b) Double-Gate (DG) FinFET

r respective to the Si-SiO2 interface, as indicated by the dash-line in Figure 3.2,
which leads to a 1.5-D diffusion by transforming the line-edge effect at thetop
corners into an extended diffusion front line problem.

In the generalized RD framework, Eq. (3.4) defines the geometric dependence.
In three-dimensional coordinates, a more general form of Eq. (3.4) can be
written as:

Nit(t) =
a

S0

∫ ∞

−∞
X (V , t)dV (3.7)

=
a

S0

∫ ∞

−∞
X (r , t) · S(r)dr , (3.8)

whereS0 is the area of the diffusion source,X (V , t) is the hydrogen profile
at timet, and Eq. (3.8) is a simplified version of Eq. (3.7) if the flux direction
of hydrogen particles is always vertical to the surfaceS . We now introduce a
general geometric parameterG (Rn, t) as

G (Rn, t) ≡ Nit(t)

aX (0, t)

≡
∫∞
−∞ X (r , t) · S(r)dr

X (0, t)S0
, (3.9)

whereRn meansn-dimensional real-space.G (Rn, t) can be considered as a
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geometry-dependence coefficient, which defines the diffusion behavior in a
specific geometrical structure. We note that this coefficient is time-dependent
because the boundary conditions (i.e., the effect of gate-electrodes) are not
clearly defined, thus the real geometrical structure of the diffusion is deter-
mined by the diffusion front, which is time-dependent.

Given the relation defined by Eq. (3.9), we can then simply give another rela-
tion forNit , which is

Nit(t) = aG (Rn, t)X (0, t). (3.10)

Substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.6) yields

Nit(t) =

{
√

kf /krN0G (Rn, t) a = 1
3/2
√

kf /krN0
3
√

2G (Rn, t) a = 2
(3.11)

When applying the quasi 2-D diffusion assumption to the TG-FinFET, as
graphically depicted in Figure 3.2, theNit(t) is expressed as

NTG
it (t) =

aL

2Hsi +Wsi

∫

√
DX t

0
X (r , t) · S(r)dr ,

with S(r), the diffusion front surface, being

S(r) = L · (2Hsi +Wsi + 2 · 2πr/4),

whereHsi , Wsi , andL are the dimensions of TG-FinFET as indicated in Fig-
ure 3.1. By defining the diffusion lengthλ =

√
DHt, we can obtain the

geometry-dependence coefficient for TG-FinFET as

GTG (Wsi ,Hsi , t) =
λ

2
· 2Hsi +Wsi + πλ/3

2Hsi +Wsi

. (3.12)

Applying the same procedure to the DG-FinFET structure, we can obtain the
geometry-dependence coefficient as follows:

GDG (Wsi ,Hsi , t) =
λ

2
· Hsi + πλ/3

Hsi

. (3.13)

Assuming that all the released hydrogen is converted into molecule hydrogen,
and submitting Eq. (3.12), we obtain the analytical expression of NBTI for
TG-FinFET:

Nit(t) =

(

kfN0

kr

)2/3(

λ · 2Hsi +Wsi + πλ/3

2Hsi +Wsi

)1/3

. (3.14)
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From Eq. (3.14) we can deduce that: whenλ ≪ (2Hsi + Wsi ), we have
Nit(t) ≈ λ/2 and we obtain a∼ t1/6 time-dependence for hydrogen molecule
diffusion; whenλ ∼ (2Hsi +Wsi ), we haveNit(t) ∼ (1 + π/3) · λ/2, which
means that the geometry structure will approximately lead to a3

√
2 prefac-

tor to hydrogen molecule diffusion; if enough stress timet is given to let
λ ≫ (2Hsi + Wsi ) (i.e., the problem becomes a total 2-D diffusion prob-
lem), our model predicts that the time-dependence ofNit(t) changes to∼ t1/3,
which requires further experimental confirmation.

Eq. (3.13) indicates that the DG-FinFET has larger geometric dependence
than the TG-FinFET because the effective Si-SiO2 area in the DG-FinFET
is smaller than the one of the TG-FinFET, thus it experiences severer corner
effect than the TG-FinFET.

We note that in Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13),GTG doesn’t depend on the oxide
dielectric thickness. This is a consequence of the fact that because we assumed
infinite thickness for it, thus the effective diffusion range is only determinedby
the diffusion front. It is worth noticing that the root of the effect of dimension
degradation defined by Eq. (3.9) is the dimension degradation of the source
plane, i.e., the area of Si-SiO2. In other words, as the dimension of device is
scaling down, the corner effect (i.e., the effect of line edge of the diffusion)
becomes more and more important, leading to a quasi-2D diffusion of the hy-
drogen species. Under some extreme conditions (e.g., quantum dot device),
the diffusion source can degrade into a quasi 0 dimension source, whichwill
further change the diffusion into a quasi-3D problem.

3.4.2 Finite-Oxide Thickness Effect and Oxide-Gate Interface
Role

So far our discussion is based on a ”infinite oxide thickness” assumption,
which can be hardly considered to be true in advanced technology nodes. If we
assume a finite thickness for the oxide dielectric, we have to deal with an un-
avoidable problem: what’s the role of the oxide-gate interface in the diffusion
process?

While we have no accurate answer to that question so far, the effect of oxide-
gate interface can be one or a combination of: absorbing, reflecting and/or
transmitting. Absorbing and reflecting prevents hydrogen particles to diffuse
into gate electrode, in either case the oxide-gate interface acts as a barrierto
diffusion. Absorbing seems unlikely to happen in real device, as it implies
that the hydrogen particles have to vanish at the interface; reflecting will make
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Figure 3.3: Hydrogen concentration profile in finite-size oxide:tox is the oxide thick-
ness, and gate thickness is considered to be infinite;λ1 =

√
Dox t andλ2 =

√
Dsi t.

the triangular approximation for hydrogen profile invalid. In order to simplify
our discussion, we adopt the transmitting effect assumption as the role of the
oxide-gate interface in the finite-oxide thickness diffusion process.

As indicated in Figure 3.3, we consider a continuous hydrogen concentration
at both sides of the oxide-gate interface. According to Eq. (3.11), theNit can
be expressed as

Nit(t) =
a

S0
(

∫ tox

0
H1(r , t)S(r)dr +

∫ tox+λ

tox

H2(r , t)S(r)dr),

whereH1(r , t) andH2(r , t) are the hydrogen concentration function in oxide
and gate, respectively. Using the triangular approximation we can get:

H1(r , t) = H(0, t)(1− r
λ1
) (0 ≤ r ≤ tox),

H2(r , t) = H(0, t)(1− tox
λ1
)(1− r−tox

λ2
) (r > tox).

By submitting all the equations above into Eq. (3.9), we obtain the geometry
dependence coefficient as

GTG ,2 = C (A, tox ,λ1)

+
λ2

Aλ1
(λ1 − tox)

[

(A+ πtox) +
πλ2

6

]

, (3.15)

whereA = 2Hsi +Wsi andC (A, tox ,λ1) is

C (A, tox ,λ1) = tox + t2ox

(

π

2A
− 1

λ1
− πtox

3λ1A

)

. (3.16)
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Given thattox ≤ λ1, Eq. (3.16) can be estimated asC ≈ (tox + πt2ox/2A) −
ktox ≈ const, so the characteristics of Eq. (3.15) are mainly determined by the
rest terms of its right-hand-side (RHS). Based on this approximation Eq. (3.15)
can be written as

G ′
TG ,2 =

√

Dsi

Dox
(λ1 − tox)

[

A+ πtox
A

+
πλ2

6A

]

. (3.17)

Eq. (3.17) suggests a similar time evolution dependence with Eq. (3.12): if the
termA+ πtox is large enough ((A+ πtox) ≫ πλ2/6), then the time evolution
exponent is determined by(λ1 − tox) and it’s∼ t1/6 for molecule hydrogen;
when(A+πtox) ≪ πλ2/6A, the time evolution exponent becomes∼ t1/3 for
molecule hydrogen.

In the discussion above, we have presented the general RD theory framework
for NBTI failure mechanism in the triple-gate and double-gate FinFET de-
vices, with the consideration of the reduced dimension effect induced by the
special geometry structures of those devices. In the next section, we extend
our work to accommodate the HCI failure mechanism in FinFET devices as
well in order to obtain a ”unified” degradation model for both NBTI and HCI
failure mechanisms.

3.5 HCI Modeling Using RD Model

HCI is a critical reliability concern, particularly when large electric fields exist
in the transistor at operating conditions. The physical mechanism behind HCI
relates to the fact that channel carriers gain significant energy from channel
electric field and inject themselves into the oxide dielectric at the ”pinch-off”
point, breaking Si-H bonds at the Si-SiO2 interface and generating interface
traps. Given the similarity between NBTI and HCI on interface trap genera-
tion, it might be possible to use RD framework to model the parameter shift
caused by HCI as well. Actually, in [55] an attempt has been made to make
use of the RD model to explain the time-evolution exponent for both NBTI
and HCI. Even though the authors succeeded in contributing thet1/2 charac-
teristic of HCI to the 2-D hydrogen diffusion, the derivation doesn’t capture
the entire picture ofNit generation under HCI stress. Details related to the 2-D
diffusion formatting under HCI and the link between the RD model and the
more commonly used energy-driven model [91] are not presented and should
be given in order to have a complete unified model. Moreover, of special inter-
est in the geometry-dependence of reliability for nanoscale device, the reduced
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Figure 3.4: Interface traps generation and hydrogen diffusion in DG-FinFET Channel
(top-view): (a) NBTI in DG-FinFET; (b) HCI in DG-FinFET.

dimension effect on HCI stress should be taken into consideration as well.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the interface-trap generation and hydrogen diffusion due
to NBTI and HCI in a DG-FinFET. The difference between NBTI and HCI is
that interface traps generate in a region from pinch-off point to the drain(i.e.,
velocity saturation region with a length ofLm as indicated in Figure 3.4(b)) un-
der HCI stress, while interface traps generate along the entire channel surface
under NBTI stress. In [55], the authors assumed that the length of velocity sat-
uration regionLm is small enough such that the source of hydrogen diffusion
can be considered as a line source, which is resulting in a 2-D hydrogen diffu-
sion at the drain. This assumption is quite arguable since according to [17]Lm
can be estimated as

Lm =

√

2ǫSi
qNA

[VDS + φbi − (VDSSat + φ0)], (3.18)

whereNA is the channel dopant concentration,φ0 is the bulk potential, andφbi

is the build-in p-n junction potential. Assuming thatφ0 ≈ φbi , we obtain

Lm =

√

2ǫSi
qNA

(VDS − VDSSat), (3.19)

which is not negligible for state of the art devices. In fact, the diffusion source
under HCI stress still has to be considered as a reduced 2-D surface and re-
quires the quasi-2D RD framework we presented in the previous section.

If we assume a uniform distribution ofNit alongLm and triangular concentra-
tion approximation for hydrogen, the interface traps generated by HCI stress
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Figure 3.5: Detailed view of interface traps generation and hydrogen diffusion in
Planar Structure MOSFET:P is the location of worst case HCI stress,FL andFR are
the left and right diffusion front onx axis, respectively.

then can be expressed as:

Nit,HCI (t) = a

∫ λ

0
H(r , t)S(r)dr

= a

∫ λ

0
H
(

1− r

λ

)(

Lm + 2 · πr
2

)

dr

=
aλH(0, t)

2

(

Lm +
πλ

6

)

,

whereλ =
√
DX t. According to the definition of geometry-dependence coef-

ficient in Eq. (3.9), we obtain

GHCI (t) =
λ

2

(

Lm +
πλ

6

)

. (3.20)

Assuming that all the released hydrogen particles are converted into hydrogen
molecules and submitting Eq. (3.20) into Eq. (3.11), we obtain the following
analytical expression ofNit for HCI

Nit,HCI (t) =

(

kfN0

kr

)2/3(λ

2

(

Lm +
πλ

6

))1/3

. (3.21)

This equation indicates that the time exponentn of the HCI degradation is in
a range of (1/3, 2/3) depending on the pinch-off region length. The frequently
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reported time exponentt0.5 falls in this region. Unfortunately,Nit,HCI (t) in
Eq. (3.21) does not explicitly depends on any geometric parameter, because
the ”infinite-oxide” assumption has already ruled out the oxide thickness in-
fluence.

To link the RD model to the energy-driven model, we have to consider the
following details about the damage caused by HCI stress: the generation of
interface traps caused by HCI stress is most likely non-uniformly distributed
in the Lm region, i.e.,Nit ∼ Nit(x , t), because the potential distribution in
the channel is non-uniform, thus the forward reaction ratekf is non-uniform
along the surface. This non-uniform distribution ofNit further induces an
irregular shape of hydrogen diffusion front surface. Without loss of generality,
this phenomenon can be illustrated as depicted in Figure 3.5 using a planar
structure MOSFET. If we assume thatNit follows a distribution functionf (x),
which is defined as

f (x) = ∂Nit(x , t)/∂x (0 ≤ x ≤ Lm), (3.22)

there will be a point ”P” which hasdf (x)/dx = 0 that defines the worst case
of HCI stress. The parameter shift caused by HCI is determined by the location
of this point (Px in Figure 3.5). Since the interface traps generated here can be
considered to be a line source, thus the diffusion of hydrogen is a completely 2-
D diffusion. To obtain the exact location ofP, we need to solve the non-linear
RD equations along with the condition in Eq. (3.22), which requires significant
deriving effort and is a little bit out of the scope of this dissertation. In fact, the
Px can be estimated as follows by introducing a fitting parameterkp that

Px = kp · Lm. (3.23)

kp is technology dependent and should be obtained by testing after fabrication.
Unlike NBTI failure mechanism, HCI does not have a direct dependence on
the device geometry structure. In other words, the reduced dimension effect in
nanoscale devices has less influence on the HCI failure mechanism.

With the discussions thus far, the physical processes, i.e., the interface trap
generation, of NBTI and HCI failure mechanisms have been unified underthe
same RD theory framework. The utilization of the unified aging model in the
lifetime reliability management is presented in the next section.
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3.6 Model Utilization in Lifetime Reliability Manage-
ment

In practice, devices experience multiple concurrent failure mechanisms dur-
ing the normal operating conditions. With the unified aging model presented
above, the amalgamated parameter degradation induced by NBTI and HCI can
be obtained and be utilized in lifetime reliability management. The details of
utilizing the unified model in lifetime reliability management are presented in
the rest of this section.

3.6.1 Lifetime and Aging Definition

To an electronic device/circuit, the term ”lifetime” means the time until an im-
portant material/device parameter degrades to a point that the device/circuit
can no longer function properly in its intended application. However, the dam-
ages (i.e., device shifts) induced by NBTI and HCI are gradual in time, and
the definition of ”function properly” is arbitrary. Hence, by defining∆Vth

reaching some critical fractionPcrt (in practice, this critical portion of a pa-
rameter degradation is defined to be 10% [73]) of the voltage threshold to be
the ”end-of-life”, the aging status and its upper limit can be expressed as

∆Vth

Vth

≤ Pcrt , (3.24)

where the threshold voltage shift induced by NBTI and HCI,∆Vth, can be
calculated by the expression

∆Vth =
q∆Nit

Cox
, (3.25)

whereq is the unit electron charge,∆Nit is the number of interface traps, and
Cox is the oxide capacitance.

3.6.2 Degradation Under Random Stress

In order to implement an online reliability management system, the current
reliability status must to be first understood. The model we introduced in the
previous section is assumed to work under DC conditions. NBTI degradation
has a well-known recovery sub-process, by which the NBTI induced damage
can partially recover when the stress is released [14].
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Figure 3.6: NBTI Under Random Stress

DefiningP(t) = ∆Vth(t)/Vth0, whereVth0 is the threshold voltage of fresh
device. And the threshold voltage shift∆Vth then can be expressed asVth0 ·
∆P(t). Figure 3.6 illustrates the recovery effect of NBTI under random stress.
As one can find in Figure 3.6, theP(t) under random stress can be expressed
as

∆P(tn) =
n
∑

i=1

∆Pi (ti ), (3.26)

in which we divide the entire stress experience inton periodsPi (ti ), and in
each and every period the device experience a stress time∆tsi and recovery
time∆tri . The maximum point in every period is denoted asPi ,m and occurs
at the end of the stress sub-sequence. LetDi (t) andRi (t) be the degradation
and recovery function ini th period, respectively,∆Pi is

∆P(ti ) = Di (∆tsi )− Ri (∆tri ). (3.27)

Given thatDi (t) has a formDi (t) = Atn, andRi (t) has a formRi (t) =
R0

√
ξt ( [57]), ∆Pi (ti ) can be expressed as

∆P(ti ) = A(∆tsi )
n(1−

√

ξ∆tri ). (3.28)

Substituting Eq. (3.28) into Eq. (3.29), we can obtain

∆P(t1, tn) =

n
∑

i=1

A(∆tsi )
n(1−

√

ξ∆tri ). (3.29)

Further if we assume that∆tsi = si∆tc and∆tri = ri∆tc , Eq. (3.29) can be
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expressed as

∆P(t1, tn) = A∆tnc ·
n
∑

i=1

si (1−
√

ξ′ri ), (3.30)

where∆tc is the clock period of the system, andξ′ = ξ∆tc . From Eq. (3.30)
we can see that the degradation of the system is determined by the stress-
recovery pair (i.e.,si ∼ ri ), no matter the order of their occurrence and fre-
quency. Using Eq. (3.30), we can obtain the degradation expected valueof
∆P(t1, tn) under a specific stress-recovery pattern.

3.7 Results and Discussion

To verify our proposal, NBTI and HCIVth shift prediction are evaluated based
on experimental data in [38], [64], and [52] and compared with the degrada-
tions predicted by our model. Since in this chapter we focus on the prediction
of the evolution of the degradations in time, we carry on the model evaluation
on an inverter.

The main parameters of our model are as follows: (i) the reaction rate con-
stants,kf andkr , and the diffusion front distanceDH , all of them being tem-
perature dependent. For these parameters, the Arrhenius model [6] is utilized
then all of them turn to depend on an activation energy,Ef , Er , andEH , re-
spectively. Those activation energies can be measured by experiments and
only depend on materials; (ii) the technology and geometry related parame-
ters, e.g.,ǫSi , N0, NA, HSi , WSi can be derived from technology specifications;
(iii) electronic parameters, which areVDS , VDSSat , Em, Lm, can be calculated
making use of SPICE alike models; and (iv) the fitting parameters introduced
in our model. There is a modulation fitting parameterkp in Eq. (3.23). Nor-
mally, the worst case HCI stress location is very close to the pinch-off point,
i.e.,Px ≈ Lm, thuskp can be estimated as1 and the reduced dimension effect
can be ignored for HCI.

The results are depicted in Figure 3.7 for NBTI and in Figure 3.8 for HCI. Note
that in the figures the solid lines correspond to the predicted values while the
individual points correspond to values computed based on experimental data.
One can observe that our proposal provides a good accuracy whencompared
with data derived from experiments. Worth to mention that for NBTI we obtain
a root-mean-square-error less than2%. The HCI prediction is less accurate
however, since HCI has a dependence on the lateral electric field (Em) and
gate voltage, while NBTI just depends on the gate voltage only. In order to
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Figure 3.7: Vth Degradation Due to NBTI.

improve the accuracy of HCI model, more precise model for the lateral electric
field distribution and pinch-off length should be introduced and this constitute
a future work subject.

By modeling NBTI and HCI stresses in a unified RD model framework, the
number of fitting parameters in our model decrease significantly, then it fur-
ther simplifies the parameter extraction model computation progress. Hence, a
higher performance can be achieved by our model when comparing with other
models, e.g., [112]. Furthermore, the degradation caused by NBTI and HCI
stresses is indicated by a single proxy, i.e., the threshold voltage shift∆Vth.
This induces a reduced resource overhead in a reliability management frame-
work implementation, since only one kind of aging sensor for the threshold
voltage is required. In view of that the proposed model can be implemented
with less resources and requires less computation effort, thus it enables apoten-
tial simple monitoring and prediction agent for reliability-aware computation
architectures and platforms.

We also conducted a simple evaluation of the proposed unified degradation
model, which results are depicted in Figure 3.9. In the simulation, the thresh-
old voltage shift∆Vth is calculated by using the proposed unified aging model
with both NBTI and HCI failure mechanisms under periodic signal stress (duty
cycle =50%). From Figure 3.9, it can be observed that the absoluteVth shift
increases fast initially and change rate decreases after that. This is in confor-
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Figure 3.8: Vth Degradation Due to HCI.

mity with the power-law of the hydrogen diffusion rate, therefore the interface
state generation rate.

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed a unified reliability model for Negative Bias Tem-
perature Instability (NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) degradationspe-
cific for double-gate and triple-gate FinFETs and circuits. The proposedmodel
is based on the reaction-diffusion theory and it is extended such that it covers
the FinFET specifics. We also investigated the circuit performance degrada-
tion due to NBTI and HCI in order to create the premises for the utilization
of our proposal in assessing and monitoring the Integrated Circuits (ICs)ag-
ing process. To validate our model we simulated NBTI and HCI degradation
and compared the obtainedVth shift prediction with the one evaluated based
on experimental data. Our simulations suggest that the proposed model char-
acterize the NBTI and HCI process with accuracy and it is computationally
efficient, therefore it is appropriated for the implementation in lifetime reli-
ability management to make assessment and prediction on the device/circuit
degradations.

With the degradation model proposed in this chapter, we can assess and/or
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predict the reliability status of the device/circuit by extracting a physical proxy
parameter (e.g., threshold voltageVth) from it. In order to achieve this goal, in
the next chapter, we will present two types of aging sensor designs to perform
such kinds of parameter measurements.

Note. The contents of this chapter is based on the the following papers:

Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, A Unified Aging Model of NBTI and HCI
Degradation towards Lifetime Reliability Management for Nanoscale
MOSFET Circuits , Proceedings of IEEE/ACM International Symposium on
Nanoscale Architectures (NANOARCH), 2011, pp. 175–180.





4
Aging Sensor Designs for Dynamic

Reliability Management

A ccurateand efficient degradation measurements are highly desirable
for Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) systems. In this chap-
ter, we propose two types of aging sensor designs, based on thresh-

old voltage (Vth) and power supply current (IDD) measurement, respectively,
to assess reliability status of devices/circuits. TheVth-based aging sensor is
highly tolerant to process, voltage, and temperature variations, which is highly
desirable for accurate reliability assessment. While theIDD-based aging sen-
sor can extract the amalgamated aging effects from a large block of circuit,
which can significantly reduce the required number of aging sensors forprob-
ing degradation information in a large system. With degradation information
measured from aging sensors, quantitative reliability-aware resource manage-
ment is made possible. Both sensor designs are verified by simulations in
Cadence tools using TSMC65 nm technology library. The simulation results
for theVth-based aging sensor design indicate that the sensor has a very low
process, supply voltage, and temperature (PVT) sensitivity, which outperforms
the accuracy of state of the art NBTI and HCI sensors under PVT-variation cir-
cumstances. The simulation results for theIDD-based aging sensor design indi-
cate that the power supply current exhibits a similar aging rate as the threshold
voltage for the entire circuit lifetime, but with a better sensitivity towards the
End-of-Life (EOL), which demonstrates the validity and practical relevance of
the proposedIDD based aging monitoring framework.

49
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4.1 Introduction

Usually, Integrated Circuits (ICs) lifetime requirements are mostly determined
based on worst-case assumptions, which leads to highly conservative margins
on technology parameters, resulting in the under utilization of the fabrication
technology potential. To make better use of the available technological im-
provement, the pessimistic assumptions should be relaxed and combined with
a Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) framework that relies on online
sensors to measure the ICs aging status. The DRM concept was first intro-
duced in [97] in an attempt to boost performance within an acceptable relia-
bility margin. The idea was then extended in, e.g., [19], which introduced task
scheduling and Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS) into the DRM
system. The influence of process and temperature variation in DRM is consid-
ered for the first time in the work [119]. However, most of these proposals do
not embed mechanisms to get the actual aging status of the hardware platform,
thus they end up with a ”blind” optimization for reliability policy. Recently,
a DRM system with an aging sensor designed to detect delay violations was
proposed in [11]. The central point behind this proposal is a stability checker
able to detect delay violation caused by circuit aging effects. Any instability
appearing in a ”guard-band” is considered to be an aging failure, and then self-
adaptive procedures are launched in order to adjust the system’s configuration.
However the proposed aging sensor is built on a binary detection of timing
violation in the critical path, thus its efficiency and adaptivity are limited.

In the recent past, a number of approaches for aging/reliability monitoring have
been reported. In [53], Kim et al. introduced an on-chip aging monitor forhigh
resolution NBTI degradation measurements by detecting the beat-frequency of
a pair of ring oscillators. Keane et al. further extended this idea to an ”all-in-
one” sensor for BTI, HCI, and TDDB degradation measurement [44].Though
high precision can be achieved by their circuitry, a large area overheadis re-
quired (0.035mm2 in 130nm technology). Karl et al. proposed compact in-situ
sensors for monitoring NBTI and TDDB, respectively, in [48]. These sensors
work in the sub-threshold region to increase the sensitivity. Even though they
require a small area overhead, they are sensitive to process, voltage,and tem-
perature variations. Agarwal et al. proposed aging sensor designs tobe inte-
grated inside flip-flops to detect delay violation(s) in [10, 11]. These designs
are relatively small and can be potentially included in many chip flip-flops.
However, this kind of sensor can only check delay violation in a static or quasi-
static time window (”guardband”), thus they cannot provide quantitative aging
information.
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Given that existing DRM approaches have different limitations, especially they
don’t consider the non-uniform dynamic aging progress on chip, we introduce
in this chapter a novel DRM framework for reliability-aware applications tai-
lored for current and future technologies. The proposed DRM utilize online
aging sensor circuitry to measure the NBTI/HCI induced degradation. These
on-chip aging sensors monitor either the transistor threshold voltages or the
circuit power supply current, which carry on a direct indication of the ag-
ing severity in the circuit. Subsequently, the collected aging profiling data
are further processed by a reliability assessment module to determine the cur-
rent reliability state, which is a key information for reliability management.
Furthermore, based on the same data, a reliability prediction module gives a
forecast on ”future” reliability state of the system, which can be utilized to
provide failure warnings and serves as a more indicative information for relia-
bility optimization. The major contributions of the chapter can be summarized
as follows:

• A new DRM framework that relies on quantitative degradation measure-
ments is introduced. This employs new aging sensors for NBTI/HCI in-
duced degradation, which are monitoring theVth/IDD deviations caused
by dynamic environmental stresses. Different than aforementioned prior
works, our approach can quantitatively analyze the system aging status,
which gives a deeper insight on the degradation progress and eventually
leads to a better optimization for reliability.

• NovelVth based aging sensors for NBTI and HCI degradation measure-
ment are proposed with good Process, Voltage, and Temperature (PVT)
variation tolerance. Though, thus far, substantial work have been done
on designing different types of aging sensors and circuits, most of them
are targeting the characterization of failure mechanisms. On the con-
trary, our work focus on designing aging sensor for lifetime reliability
managements, thus to achieve appropriate performance and accuracy,
the environmental variations are considered in our designs.

• A Novel IDD based aging sensor is proposed with the capability of di-
rectly measuring the actual IC aging status caused by the amalgamated
effects of NBTI and HCI failure mechanisms.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents theVth

based aging sensors and DRM system. Section 4.3 describes the circuit de-
sign ofVth sensors for NBTI and HCI. Section 4.4 presents theVth sensors
performance evaluation and a comparison with the state of the art. Section 4.5
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presents theIDD based aging sensor and DRM system. Section 4.6 describes
the circuit design ofIDD sensor and its components. Section 4.7 presents the
IDD sensor performance evaluation. Section 4.8 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Vth Based Aging Sensors and DRM System

Among all the failure mechanisms, NBTI stress on PMOS transistors have
been considered to be a dominant limiting factor of device’s lifetime. NBTI
is prominent in PMOS devices along the entire channel when negative gate-
to-source voltage is applied. It causes a positive shift in the absolute value
of threshold voltage (|Vth|) with time [111], thereby resulting in poor drive
current and circuit delay degradation. Traditionally, HCI stress is considered to
be less critical than NBTI stress, but with decreasing gate thickness and length,
and increasing channel electrical field, HCI is becoming a major reliability
concern also. Moreover, variations from fabrication process technology, as
well as dynamic environment like supply voltage and temperature, cause a
statistical degradation across circuits and chips, thus securing ICs’ lifetime
reliability at design time is becoming more difficult than ever. Consequently,
introducing a Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) scheme to assure IC’s
lifetime specifications in advanced process nodes becomes necessary.

Figure 4.1 presents an overview the proposed DRM system framework with
Vth based aging sensors. As depicted in the figure, the aging sensors are at-
tached to the output signals of the Combinational Logic Blocks (CLBs). Each
aging sensor takes one output signal from CLB as the input stress signal. The
proposed aging sensors can measure the device threshold voltage and convert
it into a Delay signal, which is further converted into the digital domain by
an asynchronous counter. The converted delay signal is then recorded into the
aging profile database and can be further processed by DRM software. Gen-
erally, the aging sensor is such designed that theDelaysignal is proportional
to the interested physical parameter (i.e.,Vth in our case), thus the recorded
values ofDelaysignals are direct reflections of the reliability status in the de-
vices/circuits. TheMonitor andPulsesignals are used to control the working
mode of aging sensors.

TheVth based aging sensor is the key component of the aging sensor, as it
extracts up to date aging information from the device under observation. When
the sensor enters the measuring mode, aPulsesignal is sent to the Voltage
Controlled Delay Line (VCDL), which generates a delayedPulsesignal during
the measurement. The time delay added by the VCDL is proportional to the
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Figure 4.2: Signal Waveform for Degenerated Delay Measurement of AgingSensors.

inputVth signal from the aging sensor. By comparing the original and delayed
Pulsesignals, aDelaysignal which represents theVth shift can be obtained.

In order to reduce the area consumption, measurements from multiple sensors
are fused into one output signal using an OR gate as indicated in Figure 4.1.
In such a way, the most aged path inside the same logic block is then selected.
This idea is based on the assumption that the combinational logic inside a same
function unit experience similar environmental conditions, e.g., temperature,
activity ratio, and voltage variation. This assumption is generally true based
on the correlation of hardware in the same function unit. Violations on this
assumption could be eliminated by a careful selection of sensor’s placement.
In [114] an algorithm to find critical aging path was presented and can be
utilized in our system as well.

Figure 4.2 depicts the signal waveform for the delay measurement of the aging
sensors. APulsesignal triggers the VCDL in the aging sensor, and the output
of theVth sensor is used as the VCDL control signal. The VCDL propagation
delay is proportional to theVth signal magnitude, which directly reflects the
aging status of the logic under observation. TheORsignal presents the degen-
erated signal for multiple sensors. The degeneratedORsignal is furtherAND
with an invertedPulsesignal as indicated by thePulsesignal in the figure.
Finally, the outputtedDelay signal is extracted and sent to an asynchronous
counter and could be digitized using the system clock signal.

Note that variations exist commonly in a chip in the deep sub-micron tech-
nologies, thus a certain number of sensors have to be embedded into the chip
to capture the statistical nature of degradation, which puts severe constraints
on sensor area and power consumption. On the other hand, the sensor circuitry
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Figure 4.3: (a) NBTI Sensor Circuit Schematic; (b) Measuring Mode Equivalent Cir-
cuit Schematic.

should be insensitive to the environment variations to provide a precise mea-
surement. In the next section, the detailed circuit design of theVth based aging
sensors for NBTI and HCI are presented with the consideration of variation re-
sistance.

4.3 Circuit Design ofVth Sensors

Figure 4.3(a) depicts the proposed sensor circuit able to detect long-term Vth

degradation due to NBTI, where M5 is the Device Under Test (DUT). The
basic idea of this design is to make use of theVth extractor circuit from [116]
to monitor the M5Vth value. Transistors M9, M10, and M11 are used to
control the working mode of the sensor, whereMS is the control signal. When
MS is set to ”1” and the enable signalEn is set to ”0” the sensor works in
measurement mode. M9 is turned off and M11 is turned on, then theStress

signal through M9 is detached from the sensor and a current path through M11
is open, allowing theVth extractor circuit formed by M1∼ M8 to work. The
equivalent circuit of the NBTI sensor during measurement mode is presented
in Figure 4.3(b). On the opposite, ifMSis set to ”0”, the sensor works in stress
recording mode. M11 is turned off and no current can flow in theVth extractor.
All the transistors inVth extractor circuit are turned off except transistor M5,
which is attached to a discharging path controlled by theStress signal through
M10.

To extract theVth from M5, transistors M1, M2, M5, and M6 are con-
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Figure 4.4: (a) HCI Sensor Circuit Schematic; (b) Measuring Mode Equivalent Cir-
cuit Schematic.

nected head to tail to form a closed-loop current mirror (also known as ”beta-
multiplier current reference”), such that the currents flowing through these
transistors are forced to be equal by the feed back loop. This circuit structure
has a good tolerance on PVT variations, and it is portable to different tech-
nologies, which increase the accuracy and flexibility of the sensor design. The
size ratio of transistors in theVth extractor indicated in Figure 4.3 the voltage
at the terminal ”Vout” is the M5 absoluteVth value.

Figure 4.4(a) depicts an HCI sensor circuit using a beta-multiplier currentref-
erence similar with the proposed NBTI sensor above. In the HCI sensor,M1
is the DUT, and transistors M7, M8, and M9 are used to control the working
mode of the sensor, whereMS is the control signal. WhenMS is set to ”0”
and enable signalEn is set to ”1”, the sensor works in measuring mode. M7 is
turned off and M9 is turned on, then theStress signal through M8 is detached
from the sensor, allowing theVth extractor circuit formed by M1∼M6 to work.
On the opposite, ifMS is set to ”0”, then M9 is turned off and no current can
flow in theVth extractor. All the transistors in theVth extractor are turned
off, except transistor M1, which is attached to a pull-up path controlled by the
Stress signal through M8. Since M7 is turned on, the input voltage of M1 then
is controlled by theStress signal. WhenStress is ”1”, M8 is turned off, then
the gate voltage is pulled down to GND through M1 and M1 turns off; if when
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Stress is ”0” then M8 is on, pulling the input of M1 to beVDD , so M1 is turned
on. In other words, M1 experiences the same switching activity as the stress
signal, so M1 degrades due to HCI stress.

4.4 Vth Sensors Evaluation

To evaluate PVT-variation influence on the proposed circuits, simulations are
run using the TSMC65 nm technology library (VDD = 1.2 V ). The temper-
ature variation range is set to be−40 ◦C to 150 ◦C and the voltage variation
is 1.1 V to 1.3 V , which is about10% deviation from the standardVDD value.
The process variation are simulated using a Monte-Carlo simulation in the Ca-
dence Virtuoso environment. For comparison purpose, we performed thesame
simulations for the aging sensor introduced in [51]. A normalVth value under
normal conditions (T = 27 ◦C andVDD = 1.2 V ) is extracted from each sen-
sor’s implementation using Cadence Virtuoso tools and these values are used
as reference.

Figure 4.5(a) presents the dependence of the NBTI/HCI sensorVth measure-
ments to temperature variation: the left axis is theVth value extracted from the
sensors, and the right axis is the absoluteVth deviation relative to the nominal
Vth value of the technology extracted at the normal conditions (T = 27 ◦C

andVDD = 1.2 V ), and the data with ”cmp” label are for the sensors intro-
duced in [51]. We can observe that the output voltage of the proposed sensors
varies from about280 mV to 350 mV , as temperature increases from−40 ◦C

to 150 ◦C , with a temperature sensitivity of around0.29 mV /◦C . The de-
viation is maximum15% for extreme conditions and about5% at room tem-
perature range. The temperature sensitivity of the design from [51] is about
0.51 mV /◦C for the NBTI sensor and0.325 mV /◦C for the HCI sensor, with
a deviation ranges from8% to 30% and from30% to 40% for the NBTI and
HCI sensors, respectively.

Figure 4.5(b) presents the dependence of the NBTI/HCI sensorVth measure-
ments to supply voltage variation: the left axis is theVth value extracted from
the sensors, and the right axis is the absoluteVth deviation relative to the nomi-
nalVth value of the technology extracted at the normal conditions (T = 27 ◦C

andVDD = 1.2 V ). The figure suggests that the output voltage of the pro-
posed sensors have aVDD-variation sensitivity of around0.24 mV /mV . The
deviation is maximum7% for extreme conditions and negligible around the
standardVDD value. As a comparison, theVDD-variation sensitivity is about
0.23 mV /mV for the NBTI sensor and0.25 mV /mV for the HCI sensor
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in [51], with a deviation ranges from8% to 18% and from22% to 35% for the
NBTI and HCI sensors, respectively.

In order to evaluate the process variation tolerance of the proposed sensors,
Monte-Carlo simulations (run for 100 times) are conducted and the results
are depicted in Figure 4.6. From the histogram plot one can observe that the
extractedVth values are concentrated in the range from0.34 V to 0.355 V

and the entireVth value span is less than35 mV . Therefore, we can safely
conclude that the proposed sensors are process mismatch tolerant.

Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(b) present the deviation of the measured threshold
voltage relative to the nominalVth value at operating conditionT = 27 ◦C

andVDD = 1.2 V , in the presence of both temperature and supply voltage
variations. As one can observe in the figures, for the extreme conditions,the
deviation is about16% for the NBTI sensor, and17% for the HCI sensor.
If we assume a temperature range (10 ◦C , 60 ◦C ) and±0.05 V of VDD as
being a normal variation range for daily operating environments, the worst
case error produced by the sensor is less than 8%. Additionally, as one can
deduce from the simulation results, the deviations have a good linearity in
both temperature and voltage variations, which simplify the online calibration
of the measurement process.
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1.2 V ) with Temperature and Voltage Variations.
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The area overhead of our design is about5.25 µm2, and the power consump-
tion is about15.39 µW using TSMC65 nm technology (forVth sensors only).
Furthermore, as opposed to Karl’s work [48] which requires a complicated
empirical model to calibrate the∆Vth to the output frequency, the relation-
ship betweenVth value and sensor’s output of our design is simple and linear,
which gives a very simple calibration scheme for our design. Most importantly,
the work mentioned above is focusing on characterizing failure mechanisms,
while our work is dedicated to DRM.

To conclude, the proposedVth-based aging sensors are process, voltage, and
temperature tolerant and straightly address the requirements of a DRM system
at the expanse of relatively small area overhead and low power consumption.
These features make them a good candidate to be implemented in DRM sys-
tems to dynamically assess the reliability status from the devices/circuits.

4.5 IDD Based Aging Sensors and DRM System

While the threshold voltage (Vth) is the most common physical parameter se-
lected as indicator of transistor aging progress, theVth-based aging sensors can
only monitor the aging status at transistor level. Thus, for circuit level aging
measurements many such sensors are required. Moreover, sensor positioning
and the extrapolation method that can bring aging information from transistor
to circuit level are far from being trivial issues. Furthermore,Vth is hard to be
extracted directly without interrupting circuits’ normal function. As a result,
all Vth based aging sensors make use of sacrificed devices in order to replicate
the stress to which the circuit under observation is subjected to, leading to an
indirect measurement. In order to measure the real aging status inside a circuit,
we propose to use the power supply current (IDD) as aging indicator.

In Figure 4.8, the block diagrams of theVth-based andIDD-based aging mea-
surement schemes are illustrated. Different from existingVth-based measur-
ing scheme, theIDD-based measuring scheme measures the power supply cur-
rent directly from the Circuit-Under-Observation (CUO). As depicted in Fig-
ure 4.8(b), the proposedIDD-based sensor consists of a Built-In Current Sensor
(BICS), which mirrors the transientIDD current of the CUO, and sends it to a
Current-mode Peak Detector (CPD). The CPD detects the peak value of the
input current by using a current comparator, and holds the peak current for an
adjustable time within a current memory, which allows the Current-to-Time
converter (C2T) to translate the current value into a Pulse-Width Modulated
(PWM) signal. With the PWM signal, the aging status of the CUO can be ex-
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tracted by further processing with the model discussed in Section 4.5.1. This
aging information can be further utilized to implement a DRM system, which
can provide the best system performance for certain given application and re-
liability requirements.

4.5.1 IDD Degradation Model Due to Aging

Power supply currentIDD is the total drain current passing through the supply
voltage terminals. Without loss of generality, we utilize the inverter circuit in
Figure 4.9(a) as the discussion vehicle to determine the relationship between
IDD degradation and failure mechanisms. Figure 4.9(b)depicts the inverter
Voltage-Transfer-Curve (VTC). During a low-to-high (i.e., the input voltage
switching from ”0” to ”1”) or high-to-low input transition, the inverter work-
ing point is determined by the intersections of the output characteristic curves
of the PMOS and NMOS transistor, as depicted in Figure 4.9(c). Accordingto
the conduction status of the PMOS and NMOS devices, the operating regions
of the inverter can be divided into5 regions, which are graphically illustrated
in Figure 4.9(d). During this progress, at some point (Vin = Vout = VM ), both
transistors are saturated and the power supply currentIDD reaches the max-
imum valueIpp (Ipp = max(Ipp)) because theVDS values are equal for both
transistors. Further increase of input voltage makes the NMOS enter the linear
region and as a consequence the drain currentID decreases towards 0 (because
the PMOS is switched-off by the gate overdrive voltage). The analysis is sim-
ilar for the high to low input transition (when the input voltage changes from
”1” to ”0”). Summarizing, the currentIDD reaches a peakIpp during any input
signal transition, whenVin = Vout .

The above analysis can be easily applied to more complex CMOS networks
such as the general CMOS logic structure, depicted in Figure 4.10(a). The
PMOS devices are equivalent to a pull-up network and the NMOS devices
are equivalent to a pull-down network. Since the input vectors to the pull-up
and the pull-down networks are complementary in CMOS logic, the working
regions of pull-up and pull-downs networks shift oppositely during inputsignal
transitions. Thus at some point, theIDD of the entire network reaches a peak
Ipp. For the fresh (unaged) devices, this peak value is constant for a given input
pattern, so the degradation of the peak current can be chosen as indicator for
assessing the aging status inside any (large) CMOS logic network.

Based on the above analysis and since the globalIDD is just a special case
of ID (i.e., when the total drain current from both the pull-up and the pull-
down networks reaches its maximum), we can consider the peak power supply
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current as a signature of the drain current. Therefore, without loss of generality,
we derive the aging model forIDD using the drain current.

Generally, the drain current in the saturation region can be expressed as:

IDsat
= µCox

W

L
(VGS − Vth)

2, (4.1)

and a more general expression of the drain current is

ID = µCox
W

L

[

(VGS − Vth)VDS − V 2
DS

2

]

. (4.2)

Eq. (4.1) and (4.2) indicate the relationship betweenID and key device param-
eters, such as the carrier mobilityµ, the device threshold voltageVth, and the
oxide capacitanceCox , which are degrading under joint NBTI and HCI induced
stress. The peak power supply current is a special case ofID , i.e., theID value
which is equal in both the pull-up and the pull-down network. Therefore, as
far as aging effects caused by wearout mechanisms are concerned,Ipp follows
the same rule asID does.

NBTI is an intrinsic front-end-of-line wearout mechanism, which occurs in
PMOS transistors mainly when the gate is subjected to a negative input volt-
age. The NBTI-inducedID damage includes trap generation at the channel-
dielectric interface as well as inside the bulk of the dielectric. Consequently,
the threshold voltageVth shifts and channel mobilityµ degrades due to the
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trap generation. TheVth degradation induced by NBTI can be expressed by:

∆Vth =
q∆N

Cox
, (4.3)

whereq is the electron charge and∆N is the total trap density generated
by NBTI. The mobility degradation can be described by the following equa-
tion [25]:

µ =
µ0

1 + α∆N
, (4.4)

whereµ0 is the original channel mobility,α is a process-dependent constant,
andα ≈ 2.4×10−12cm2 [63]. For small∆N, using∆µ = µ0−µ, the channel
mobility degradation can then be estimated by:

∆µ

µ
=

∆N

1 + α∆N
≈ α∆N. (4.5)

Assuming that the threshold voltage shift and the channel mobility degradation
are independent progresses, the change ofID can be expressed as:

∆ID =
∂ID
∂Vth

∆Vth +
∂ID
∂µ

∆µ. (4.6)

Since the NBTI stress happens when PMOS is in saturation mode, applying
the above equation to Eq.(4.1), yields:

∆ID =
ID0

(VGS − V th − VDS/2)
∆Vth +

ID0

µ0
∆µ. (4.7)

Generally,VDS ≈ 0 when the channel is conducting. Inserting Eq.(4.3) and
Eq.(4.5) into the above equation, we can estimate the degradation ofID due to
NBTI as follows:

∆ID

ID0
=

q∆N

Cox(VGS − V th)
+ α∆N, (4.8)

which suggests that the fraction ofID degradation is proportional to the severity
of NBTI wearout.

Similarly, the HCI-induced degradation is also a combined effect of threshold
voltage shift and channel mobility degradation, which implies that basically
Eq. (4.6) also holds true for HCI degradation. Hence, the amalgamated aging
effects of NBTI and HCI can be written as:

∆ID

ID0
=

[

q

Cox(VGS − V th)
+ α

]

·∆Nnbti+hci , (4.9)
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whereNnbti+hci is the total trap density generated by NBTI and HCI.

Eq. (4.9) suggests that theIDD degradation fraction is proportional to the amal-
gamated aging effects induced by NBTI and HCI. In fact, the aging effects
of other failure mechanisms, e.g., Time-Dependent-Dielectric-Breakdown
(TDDB), can be indicated by theIDD degradation as well, since the con-
sequences induced by the failure mechanisms, e.g., threshold voltage shift,
carrier mobility degradation, and so on, are reflected in theIDD degradation.
Therefore, even in a more general case,IDD can be utilized as the indicator of
the amalgamated aging effects of multiple failure mechanisms.

4.6 Circuit Design of IDD Sensor

The key component of the proposed sensor is the Current-mode Peak Detector
(CPD), which is described in detail in the following sub-section. In order
to achieve a good accuracy, the Current-to-Time converter (C2T) is carefully
designed as well, and details are presented in Section 4.6.2. For the current
sensing we make use of the Built-In Current Sensor (BICS) approach proposed
in [35].

4.6.1 The Current Peak Detector (CPD)

Figure 4.11 presents the proposed current peak detector, that is composed of:
(i) a current memory cell (consists ofM4 to M7) with an adjustable memory
holding time constant, to retain the peak current value, and (ii) a current com-
parator (consists ofM1 toM5) to determine if the present supply current value
is bigger than the stored peak value, in which case the peak current valuein
the memory cell is updated. The current memory cell consists of two regulated
cascade stages [30], which enables a better output swing and an increased out-
put impedance.

As depicted in Figure 4.11,Ip is the input current of the CPD,Ipm is the stored
current in the current memory cell,Vctrl the output voltage of the current com-
parator, andIpp is output current of the CPD. The holding time of the current
memory cell is adjusted byIbias .

The current comparator [21], compares the values ofIp andIpm currents. To
describe the CPD operation, we distinguish between two functional stages:(i)
the mirroring stage, characterized byIp > Ipm (i.e., the CPD input current is
bigger than the stored peak value), and (ii) the peak holding stage, character-
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Figure 4.11: Circuit Schematic of the Current-Mode Peak Detector.
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ized by Ip < Ipm (i.e., the CPD input current is smaller than the stored peak
value, hence the peak value remains unchanged).

During the mirroring stage, the comparator input current is positive and the
comparator input voltage increases to the upper rail voltageVDD , forcing the
output voltageVctrl to be low, enabling the current memory cell via transistor
M4, to mirror Ip (i.e., Ipp = Ipm = Ip). During the peak holding stage,Vctrl

is high, transistorM4 is off, and the current memory cell holds the peak value
of the Ip current (i.e.,Ipp = Ipm). The storing capability is achieved using the
gate-to-source capacitance ofM7 andM10, in parallel with the discharge path
consisting of cross coupled transistorsM11 andM12 and current sourceIbias .
In this way, the discharging time constant can be controlled by the currentIbias .
The maximum peak current is limited by the sourcing ability of the comparator
with feedback diode, while the minimum detected peak current is constrained
by the comparator gain and the output impedance of the circuit under aging
assessment.

4.6.2 The Current-to-Time Converter (C2T)

The C2T converter, based on a thyristor delay element [33], is depicted inFig-
ure 4.12. It receives the comparator output voltageVctrl as triggering input
and generates a time interval proportional to the value of the control current
Ipp. Its operation can be described as follows: When a rising edge ofVctrl is
detected, the load capacitance charges from 0 toVDD slowly until the voltage
Vout reaches the threshold voltage of transistorM2 and fast for the remaining
time toVDD , due to the feedback connection. The falling edge ofVctrl triggers
the discharging of the voltage across capacitorCL through the drain-source
capacitance ofM1 and the gate-source capacitance ofM2. The transient wave-
form of the voltage across the load capacitanceCL is presented in Figure 4.13.

The C2T time delay is defined as the rising time of the converter voltage output
and is given by the the relation:

T = CL · VthM2
/Ipp,

whereVthM2
denotes the threshold voltage of transistorM2.
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Figure 4.12: Circuit Schematic of the Current-to-Time Converter.
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4.7 Circuit Performance of IDD Sensors

The proposedIDD based aging sensor was implemented using TSMC65 nm

technology to analyze its performance. Figure 4.14 depicts the transient wave-
form of theIDD current and its afferent peaks. The experimental results have
demonstrated that the proposed CPD can run at a frequency of1 GHz , which
stands for the applicability that how fast the proposed sensor can be utilized
to perform a reliability assessment on the CUO. In practice, in order to assess
the reliability status from a circuit path inside the CUO, multiple input patterns
has to be injected into the circuit path to increase accuracy. Generally, multi-
ple circuit blocks on a chip are under observation and some large circuit blocks
might contain hundreds or thousands of circuit paths. Therefore, a high speed
CPD circuit is very useful to theIDD based aging sensor.

In order to assess the accuracy of the peak detector and current-to-timecon-
verter circuits, we use a two stage operational amplifier as test vehicle. The
reliability analysis of NBTI and HCI induced aging is carried out by using Ca-
dence RelXpert and Virtuoso Spectre simulators. Figure 4.15 presents current-
to-time converting results and the error evaluation of the peak detector circuit.

The left axis represents the variation of the time delayT as a function of the
control currentIpeak for a load capacitanceC1 = 1 pF . For the purpose of
illustration, we use a control current in the range100 uA to 1 mA, which
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Figure 4.15: Linearity of PeakIDD to Time Converting (left axis) and Error Analysis
of Peak Detection (right axis).

results in a delay range of120 ns to 40 ns. As one can observe in the figure, the
converted time delay exhibits a fairly good linear relationship with the inputIpp
current. The right axis represents the measured peak value ofIDD (” Ipp Est”)
compared with the ideal peak value (”Ipp Est”). The difference between the
measure peak value and its corresponding idealIpp value represents the error
introduced in theIpp measurement process. From the experimental results, it
is safe to conclude that a good accuracy on theIpp current measurement can be
achieved by the proposedIDD based aging sensor.

In order to evaluate the validity of utilizing the peak value of theIDD current
as circuit aging monitor, we conducted accelerated testing simulation on the
following ISCAS85 benchmark circuits: c499, which is a 32-bit single error
correcting circuit comprising 202 gates and c880, which is an 8-bit ALU, com-
prising 383 gates.

The benchmark circuits are synthesized using the standard cells from the
45 nm NangateOpenCellLibrary [4] technology library. The reliability analy-
sis is carried on by using Cadence RelXpert and Virtuoso Spectre simulators.
As concerns the simulation environment, we employed several input aggres-
sion profiles consisting of different input patterns for each benchmarkcircuit.
As environment parameters, we used a temperature of27 ◦C , and a power sup-
ply VDD = 1.0 V . We exposed the benchmark circuits to NBTI/PBTI and HCI
wearout stress and adopted an end-of-life target of 10 years. For each bench-
mark circuit, we determined its critical path. Then we measured the degrada-
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tion.

tion of theVth and the drain currentID in percentage for every transistor on
the critical path.

TheVth andID percentage degradation for all devices in the c499 and c880 cir-
cuits is graphically captured in Figure 4.16 (a) and (b). The x-axis is the device
index and the y-axis parameter percentage degradation. It can be observed that
for both considered circuits, for those devices which are less degraded (i.e., the
percentage of degradation is small), theID degradation is smaller than theVth

degradation. As the degradation percentage becomes larger, theID degradation
value increases faster than theVth value and eventually, towards the conven-
tional EOL (i.e., 10% degradation of the circuit critical parameters), it becomes
larger than theVth value. The improved sensitivity can be attributed to the de-
pendence ofID on multiple aging critical parameters, such as the threshold
voltageVth and the carrier mobilityµ. This means that theID degradation
could be a better indicator than theVth degradation is, if we are concerned
with the reliability status of mature which are approaching the final stage of
their ”career”.

Figure 4.16 (c) and (d) depict the correlations between theVth andID percent-
age degradations. The figures clearly indicate that the percentage degradation
of ID andVth are strongly correlated, which means that both of them indicate
the same aging trend for all the devices.

Figure 4.17 presents the time evolution curve for theVth andIDD degradation
for 10-year simulation. As indicated in the figure, theIDD curve has the same
aging trend with theVth curve, which confirms the validity of usingIDD as
aging quantifier during the entire circuit lifetime.
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4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a novel Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM)
framework which relies on quantitative degradation measurement. In order
to implement such a DRM system, we propose two types of aging sensor to
extract aging information from devices/circuits, i.e.,Vth-based aging sensors
for NBTI and HCI degradation measurement, andIDD-based aging sensor for
amalgamated degradation measurement, respectively. TheVth-based aging
sensors are designed to be PVT-variation resistant. Our simulation results,
using TSMC 65nm technology library, indicate that the proposedVth sen-
sors have good tolerance to dynamic variation with a sensitivity0.29mV /◦C
to temperature and0.24mV /mV to voltage, respectively. The measurement
deviation is maximum7% for extreme conditions and negligible around the
standardVDD value. As a comparison, theVDD-variation sensitivity is about
0.23 mV /mV for the NBTI sensor and0.25 mV /mV for the HCI sensor
in [51], with a deviation ranges from8% to 18% and from22% to 35% for
the NBTI and HCI sensors, respectively, which demonstrates that our designs
outperform state of the art equivalent counterparts.

The IDD-based aging sensor is implemented in TSMC65 nm technology li-
brary. The validity of using theIDD value to monitor the circuit aging, is ana-
lyzed and experimentally verified by means of simulation for a set of ISCAS85
benchmark circuits. When compared to conventionalVth aging monitor,IDD

exhibits a better sensitivity as the circuit under aging assessment approaches
its end-of-life, confirming the validity and practical relevance of the proposal
to utilize it in aging monitoring frameworks.

The proposed aging sensors (Vth based orIDD based) are mainly designed to
assess reliability status from combinational logic blocks. In the next chapter,
we will present self-adaptive compensation techniques for SRAM arrays to
combat the aging-induced performance and stability degradations.

Note. The contents of this chapter is based on the the following papers:

Y. Wang, M. Enachescu, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, Variation Tolerant On-
Chip Degradation Sensors for Dynamic Reliability Management Systems,
Microelectronics Reliability, 2012(52), pp. 1787– 1791.

N. Cucu Laurenciu, Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, A Direct Measurement Scheme
of Amalgamated Aging Effects with Novel On-Chip Sensor, to appear in
the proceedings of IPF/IEEE International Conference on Very Large Scale
Integration (VLSI-SoC), 2013.
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5
Self-Adaptive Compensation Techniques

for Independent Gate FinFET SRAM

A splanar MOSFET is approaching its physical scaling limits, FinFET
becomes one of the most promising alternative structure to keep on
the industry scaling-down trend for future technology generations

of 22 nm and beyond. In this chapter, we investigate the influence of NBTI
degradation induced variation and random process variations on the stability
of the FinFET based 6T-SRAM cell. The contributions of transistor threshold
voltage variation∆Vth on the stability of the SRAM cell and the correspond-
ing compensating bias schemes are thoroughly examined by means of SPICE
simulations. A mitigation method for memory stability management under
spatial and temporal variations is demonstrated by taking advantage of the
independent-gate FinFET device structure in order to perform thresholdvolt-
age adjustment. The proposed technique allows for a practical compensation
strategy able to preserve the SRAM cell stability while balancing performance
and leakage power consumption. We demonstrate that the standby leakage
current IDDQ value can be utilized to assess the consequences of parameter
variations and NBTI on the circuit performance and propose a model that cap-
tures this. We evaluate the impact of our proposal on the SRAM cell stability
by means of SPICE simulations for20 nm FinFET devices. Simulation re-
sults indicate that the proposed technique can effectively maintain stability of
an SRAM array within the desired range during its operational life under both
spatial and temporal variations, hence improve the system performance and
reliability. Our method allows for maintaining the Static Noise Margin (SNM)
degradation of SRAM cells under a certain range, e.g.,2% of fresh device af-
ter1 year operation, which is about55.56% improvement when compared with
the4.5% degradation corresponding to the uncompensated case.

77
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5.1 Introduction

As technology scaling continues, the Integrated Circuits (IC) feature sizehas
been driven into the physical limitation edge of conventional MOSFET de-
vices [3]. In order to keep technology scaling down further, two major is-
sues have to be properly addressed: (i) the excessive leakage power, and (ii)
the device/circuit reliability. Given that those issues have to be dealt with in
the context of uncontrollable statistical process variations, the continuationof
technology scaling seems to be more difficult than ever.

In order to keep on the industry scaling-down trend, novel devices andstruc-
tures were proposed as potential candidates to replace the conventionalplanar
MOSFET device [3, 92]. Among these devices, FinFET seems to be the most
promising alternative structure for future technology generations of22 nm and
beyond, owing to its fabrication process simplicity and good electrical charac-
teristics [92]. Due to its structure consisting of single/multiple vertical fin(s)
FinFET has better electrostatics on Short-Channel Effect (SCE), thus less static
leakage current and power consumption. However, FinFET is also sensitive to
temporal degradations mechanisms, e.g., Negative Bias Temperature Instabil-
ity (NBTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI). In other words, on top of the spatial
uncertainty caused by process variations, also for FinFET various temporal
degradations hold back the feature size of technology from further scaling.

In view of the previous argument, in this chapter, we address the following
aspects:

• Modeling of SRAM cell stability under spatial and temporalVth varia-
tions induced by process variation and NBTI stress;

• Dynamic characterization of NBTI inducedVth degradation by monitor-
ing the standby leakage currentIDDQ ;

• Mitigation methods able to compensate the effects of process variations
and NBTI by taking advantage of the FinFET’s special device structure.

We evaluated our proposals by SPICE simulations for20 nm FinFET devices,
and the results indicate that the proposed technique can effectively maintain
stability of SRAM array within the desired range during its operational life
under both spatial and temporal variations. For example, our method allows
for maintaining the SNM degradation of FinFET SRAM cells under2% of
the fresh device SNM after1 year operation, which is about55.56% improve-
ment when compared with the4.5% SNM degradation corresponding to the
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uncompensated case.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2 we introduce
the temporalVth degradation induced by NBTI under dynamic stress; In Sec-
tion 5.3 we analyze the impact ofVth variations caused by process variations
and NBTI degradation on the stability of SRAM cells; In Section 5.4 we pro-
pose aVth compensation technique using independent double-gate FinFET to
improve SRAM’s stability and the proposed scheme is evaluated in Section 5.5
by means of SPICE simulations; In Section 5.6 we concludes this chapter.

5.2 Temporal and SpatialVth Variations

The Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) phenomenon and its con-
sequences have been extensively studied [13, 16, 111] and there is clear indi-
cation that NBTI caused degradation is becoming a major reliability concern
for nanoscale CMOS technology. NBTI is prominent in PMOS devices and it
causes a threshold voltage (Vth) shift, which results in poor drive current and
in shorter device and by implication circuit lifetime.

NBTI occurs along the entire transistor channel at elevated temperature when
negative gate-to-source voltage is applied. Holes from the inversion layer can
tunnel into the gate oxide, break the Si-H bond leaving behind an interface trap,
which results in a positiveVth shift. Traditionally, the interface trap generation
is modeled within the Reaction-Diffusion (R-D) framework [13], which gives
a power-law time evolution ofVth degradation. A long-termVth shift under
dynamic stress is given by [16]:

∆Vth = Atn =

(

√

K 2
v αTclk

1− β
1/2n
t

)2n

, (5.1)

wheren = 1/6 is the power-law time constant,Tclk is the clock period,α
(0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.9) is the NBTI stress probability, i.e., the NBTI duty-cycle.βt
is a coefficient reflecting the NBTI recovery effect and is computed as follows:

βt = 1− 2ξ1te + 2
√

ξ2C (1− α)Tclk

2tox +
√
Ct

, (5.2)

whereξ1, ξ2, andC are fitting constants,tox is the oxide thickness,te is the
effective diffusion distance of hydrogen species.Kv stands for technology,
supply voltage, and operating temperature dependence associated with NBTI
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degradation. At its turnKv is computed as [16]:

Kv =

(

qtox

ǫox

)3

K 2
1Cox(Vgs − Vth)

√
C exp

(

2Eox

E0

)

, (5.3)

whereq, k , ǫox , K1, Cox , Vgs , Eox , andE0 are the elementary charge, Boltz-
mann’s constant, oxide permittivity, constant factor, oxide capacitance per
area, gate-source voltage, vertical oxide field, and fitting constant, respectively.

Apart of NBTI, theVth is also influenced by Process Variations (PV), which
induce spatial uncertainties on the device performance relevant parameters.
Process variations become particularly important in smaller technology nodes
(< 65 nm) as when the feature size is scaling down the variation consequences
are becoming more significant and have larger impact on device size and per-
formance. Process variations are typically divided into two components: (i)
inter-die (global), which accounts for chip- or wafer-level variations and (ii)
intra-die (local), which accounts for variations between different devices in
the same die.

For simplicity, we assume that the PV-induced∆Vth is static and the time
evolution ofVth can be expressed as follows:

Vth = Vth0 +∆V
g
th +∆V l

th +∆V nbti
th (t), (5.4)

whereVth0 is the nominalVth value,∆V nbti
th is the NBTI-inducedVth degrada-

tion, and∆V
g
th and∆V l

th areVth alterations due to global and local variations,
respectively.

As device dimension scale down into nanometer region, Random Dopant Fluc-
tuation (RDF) becomes one of the major variations affecting the performance
of device. RDF directly affects the threshold voltage of a MOSFET, since
Vth depends on the charge of the ionized dopants in the depletion region [9].
According to [99], the variance ofVth mismatch caused by RDF follows a
Gaussian distribution, and its standard deviation can be modeled as:

σ∆Vth,RDF =
tox

ǫox
·

4
√

2q3ǫsiNaφB√
3Weff Leff

, (5.5)

whereNa is the channel doping concentration,ǫsi is theSi permittivity, φB is
the difference between the Fermi Level and the intrinsic level, andWeff Leff
denotes the transistor’s active area.

The PV-inducedVth variations define the statistical reliability profile of the
circuit, SRAM cells in our case, at time0, i.e., when devices are fresh. As
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Figure 5.1: NBTI-InducedVth Degradation Mean Value and Standard Deviation for
PTM 32 nm and20 nm/ FinFET Library [5].

known, NBTI induces a temporalVth degradation and, for an individual de-
vice,Vth evolution in time is governed by Eq. (5.1). However, due to the RDF
effect, the Si-H bonds dissociation and re-passivisation processes experience
stochastic fluctuations. Thus, by taking the PV influence into consideration,
the long termVth degradation induced by NBTI can be expressed as [113]:

∆Vth(t) = A(1− Sv (∆V
g
th +∆V l

th))t
n, (5.6)

whereSv is a threshold voltage sensitivity coefficient. As a result, the vari-
ation ofVth temporal shift due to NBTI, given its meanµ(∆Vth(t)), can be
expressed as [90]:

σ∆Vth,NBTI =

√

2q

ǫsi
· toxµ(∆Vth(t))

Weff Leff
∝ t1/12. (5.7)

Finally, the variation ofVth when considering both mismatch and NBTI effects
can be calculated as

σ∆Vth
=
√

σ2
∆Vth,RDF + σ2

∆Vth,NBTI
. (5.8)

Figure 5.1 represents the calculated mean value and standard deviation of the
NBTI-induced∆Vth degradation according to the discussion above. After a
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Figure 5.2: 6T SRAM Cell Schematic and Butterfly Curve (PTM32 nm Technology,
VDD = 0.9 V ).

short stressing period (t > 102 s), the power-law dependence can be clearly
observed for both PTM32 nm planar and20 nm FinFET technologies [5].

The NBTI failure mechanism not only shifts theVth parameter, but also in-
creases the spread of its value. Hence, the influence of device parameter vari-
ation on the circuit performance should be taken care dynamically.

5.3 ∆Vth Impact on SRAM Cell Stability

As a major part of modern processors, SRAM drives the technology scaling
direction in industry. Hence, ensuring the SRAM cell reliability is critical
for technology scaling, as due to its small area and power consumption it is
more sensitive to temporal degradation and spatial variations than other com-
ponents. In view of this in the following we study the influence of threshold
voltage value and variation on the Static Noise Margin (SNM), which is a met-
ric reflecting the memory cell stability.
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5.3.1 SNM vs.∆Vth

A conventional 6T SRAM cell and its stability diagram are presented in Fig-
ure 5.2. The most critical SNM is READ SNM, since READ operation has
a more severe condition than HOLD and WRITE operations. The SNM (for
READ, hereinafter if without special specification) can be derived by solving
the Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) at the cell storage nodesVL andVR for
read operation, respectively:

INR = IPR + IAXR ,

INL = IPL + IAXL. (5.9)

For the simplicity of discussion, the drain current can be estimated by an alpha-
power law current model [93]. If we assume thatVL ≈ Vdd andVR ≫ VtPL

for the left side SNM, thenIAXR and IPL are negligible. As depicted in Fig-
ure 5.2, in thePR andPL neighbourhood solving the KCL equations forVR

yields:

Vdd − βNR
βPR

(VL − VtNR)
α

(Vdd − VL − VtPR)
=

VtNL + S +
βAXL(Vdd − VL + S − VtAXL)

α

βNL(VL − S)
, (5.10)

whereVL is the node voltage at left SRAM node whenS = SNML reaches
maximum,α is the constant from alpha-power law current model [93], and
βx = µeff CoxWx/L are the coefficients in the current equation andVtx are the
threshold voltages, wherex ∈ {AXL,NL,PR ,NR}, as depicted in Figure 5.2.
A similar relationship can be derived for the SNM of right node.

From Eq. (5.10) we can deduce thatSNML is determined by four transistors,
namely PR, NR, AXL, and NL. Hence, theSNML fluctuation is a function of
Vth variations of these four transistors, i.e.,:

∆SNML =
∑

x

∂SNML

∂Vtx
·∆Vtx , (5.11)

wherex ∈ {PR ,NR ,AXL,NL}.

Applying partial derivative on both sides of Eq. (5.10), we can solve thedepen-
dence ofSNML on theVth variations of the corresponding transistors, which
can be expressed as:

∂SNML

∂Vti

= ki (Vdd ,β,Vtj). (5.12)
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Figure 5.3: SNML vs. ∆Vth Variations for the 6T SRAM Cell Transistors (PTM
32 nm Planar Devices, CR=βNL/βAXL=2).

where j ∈ {PR ,NR ,AXL,NL} ∩ j 6= i . We can assume that theVtj are
constant for a specific technology, thenki is constant. Hence,SNML has a
linear dependence on theVth variations. We verified this relationship by means
of SPICE simulation, the results are presented in Figure 5.3 for a PTM 32nm
planar-device technology library.

5.3.2 SNM vs.∆Vth Modulation

In order to control the variation-induced stability fluctuations in the 6T-SRAM
cell, Adaptive Body Bias (ABB) can be dynamically applied to modulate the
Vth value of the corresponding transistors, i.e., transistors PR, NR, AXL, and
NL for SNML. Notice thatSNML has positive depending-coefficients on∆Vth

in transistor AXL and NR, and has negative depending-coefficients on∆Vth in
transistor PR and NL. Hence, to compensate theVth-variation induced SNM
fluctuations, Forward Body Bias (FBB) is required for AXL and NR; andRe-
verse Body Bias (RBB) is required for PR and NL.

Furthermore, to increaseSNML, highVtNL and lowVtNR are of interest. Sym-
metrically, to increaseSNMR , low VtNL and highVtNR should be targeted. As
a result,VtNL andVtNR are not suitable to be utilized as compensating param-
eters in a symmetric design. This conclusion is illustrated in Figure 5.4. As
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Figure 5.4: SNM vs.∆Vth Variations (in the NL, NR Transistors). The contour lines
on the bottom plane represent the overallSNM = min(SNML, SNMR) of the cell.

we can observe in the figure, the optimized overallSNM of a cell (SNM =
min(SNML, SNMR)) is located at the point where∆VtNL = ∆VtNR ≈ 0,
which means zero bias is always preferred.

With novel device structures specific to emerging technologies, we have op-
portunities to compensate/suppress the variation-induced stability fluctuations
more efficiently. In the next section, we introduce a variation suppressionand
mitigation technique for SRAM array using double-gate devices.

5.4 IG-FinFET SRAM Stability Mitigation

In an independent-gate configuration of FinFET (IG-FinFET) [92], a sepa-
rated back-gate can be used to control the threshold voltage of the device. The
”front-coupling” dependence of the threshold voltage on the back-gatevoltage
can be expressed as [50]:

γb =
∂Vth

∂Vbg

= − CsiCox2

Cox1(Csi + Cox2)
, (5.13)

whereCox1/2 = ǫox/tox1/2 andCsi = ǫsi/wsi are the front- and back-gate
oxide capacitance and body capacitance, respectively. The negativesign in
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Eq. (5.13) indicates that the direction of threshold voltage change is opposite
to that of the back-gate voltage change.

5.4.1 IG-FinFET BasedVth Compensation Scheme

Figure 5.5 presents the configuration of a IG-FinFET based 6T SRAM cell
with Vth compensation for PMOS (through the extra biasVBPG) andVth ad-
justment for the pass gates AXL and AXR (through the extra biasFlex-PG)
to improve its stability. TheFlex-PG technique was proposed in [81] to im-
prove the read and write stability by adjusting theVth of the pass gates. A
highVth is desirable for READ stability and a lowVth is preferred to improve
WRITE stability. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5.6. During the
read operation, the access transistors are forward biased to increasethe READ
SNM; while during the write operation, they are reverse biased to increasethe
WRITE SNM. This relationship between stability modulation and the value
of the applied bias is straight forward, which simplifies the strategy for perfor-
mance management. In our proposal, theFlex-PGrange is fixed to compensate
the PV-induced SNM fluctuations. The exactFlex-PGvalue is determined by
a global PV-sensor, and this value is common to all SRAM arrays in a die.
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The time-dependent stability fluctuation induced by NBTI is compensated by
theVBPGbias. Figure 5.7 depicts the NBTI-induced SNM degradation versus
the∆Vth of the two PMOS devices in the SRAM cell. As one can observe in
the figure, the amount of SNM degradation is sensitive to the signal probability
α (i.e., the probability that the internal left/right node stores 0). The least
degradation path (along which the SNM contour line decrease is the slowest)
locates atα = 0.5, which means that the left and the right node have an equal
probability to store 0. A cell-flip technique was proposed in [58] to balance
the signal probabilities between the two SRAM cell nodes. This proposal is
efficient to slow down the NBTI induced degradation, however, it introduces
a large area overhead and performance penalty for implementation. Instead
of node-balancing, we employ a common bias for both nodes to compensate
the performance degradation. As illustrated in Figure 5.7, with theVBPG
bias applied, the degradation can be compensated or even eliminated for the
extreme unbalanced cases (i.e.,α = 0.1or0.9).

5.4.2 Vth Compensation Using Supply Leakage Current Monitor-
ing

In [46] the authors have analyzed and proposed to use the standby leakage
currentIDDQ to monitor and characterize the NBTI induced temporal perfor-
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mance degradation. As suggested by their work, a current sensor monitoring
the IDDQ for the entire SRAM array is a good indicator of the NBTI induced
degradation. In this section we further extend this idea in order to introducean
NBTI mitigation technique.

The IDDQ of a circuit is defined as the total leakage current in standby mode,
which for an SRAM array withN cells can be expressed as follows:

IDDQ =
N
∑

i=1

IDDQi =
N
∑

i=1

I0 exp

(

− Vti

mvT

)

, (5.14)

whereI0 = β(m − 1)(1 − exp (−Vds/vT )), m is the body effect coefficient,
andvT is the thermal voltage (kT/q). Under the assumption that the∆Vth

due to RDF and NBTI follows a Gaussian’s distribution. The leakage current
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value in SRAM cells follows a Log-Normal distribution [76], which gives:

µ(IDDQi ) = I0 exp

(−µ+ σ2/2

mvT

)

, (5.15)

σ2(IDDQi ) = I0

(

exp (
σ2

mvT
)− 1

)

exp

(−2µ+ σ2

mvT

)

, (5.16)

whereµ andσ are the Mean and Standard Deviation of theVth value, respec-
tively.

According to the Central Limit Theorem, the summation of independent ran-
dom variables (e.g.,IDDQi ) can be assumed to follow a Normal Distribution,
thus ifN is a large number, the total standby leakage current and its standard
deviation can be expressed as:

µ(IDDQ) =
N
∑

i=1

µ(IDDQi ),

σ2(IDDQ) =
N
∑

i=1

σ2(IDDQi ). (5.17)
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From Eq. (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.17) we get:

µ(IDDQ) = IDDQ0 · exp
(

−Kn∆Vt(t)

mvT

)

, (5.18)

σ(IDDQ) =
√
Nσ(IDDQi ). (5.19)

whereKn = (1 + qtox)/ǫsiWL and

IDDQ0 = NI0 · exp (−(Vth0 + δ)/mvT ),

δ = ∆V
g
t + σ∆V 2

t,RDF/2,

whereVt0 is the nominal value of threshold voltage.

Eq. (5.18) suggests that the total standby leakage currentIDDQ decreases expo-
nentially with time due to NBTI effect, hence, it is a good indicator to monitor
the NBTI-induced degradation. The specific design of the proposed NBTI
mitigation scheme usingIDDQ monitoring is depicted in Figure 5.8. In the pro-
posed scheme, aIDDQ current sensor formed by the transistorsM1 ∼ M3 is
attached to each and every SRAM array. A signal calledCtrl is used to toggle
the working mode of the sensor: during normal operation, the current sensor
is bypassed through the transistor MP; while in measure mode, MP is cut off
and the power supply current of the SRAM array under monitoring is forced to
flow through M1. The current is then mirrored into M2 and is converted into
a voltage signal by M3, generating an output signalVout. The output signal is
subsequently compared with a reference voltageVB to evaluate the severity of
the NBTI induced degradation. The comparison result is utilized to activate the
VBGPgenerator, which produces a proper bias and sends it to the back-gate
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of the PMOS devices in the SRAM array. TheIDDQ current is measured when
the SRAM is in standby, i.e., the bit lines BL and BLB are precharged and the
word line WL is set to ”0”. Considering that the NBTI induced degradation is
a relatively slow progress, the value ofVth compensation for the SRAM array
needs to be calibrated only every now and then, thus the SRAM array can be
almost all the time in normal operation mode.

The controlling biasVB in Figure 5.8 determines the actual compensation strat-
egy according to the information provided by theIDDQ sensor. Since the mag-
nitude of the output signalVout is designed to be proportional to the leakage
currentIDDQ , the compensation strategy is a trade off between performance
and leakage power. A simple but efficient compensation strategy in practiceis
to set a lower limit for the acceptableIDDQ value. In this way, the performance
degradation is set to be in an allowed range, which is determined by theVB
value, to trade performance for the leakage reduction induced by NBTI.When
the performance degradation exceeds the predefined range, the compensation
scheme is activated to bring back the performance in the desired range. This
strategy is demonstrated in Figure 5.9: when the readout ofIDDQ Voutreaches
the pre-defined bottom lineVB, a correspondingVBPGis assigned to compen-
sate the NBTI-induced degradation. ThisVBPGis kept untilVout reachesVB
again.

5.5 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed compensation technique, we
run circuit simulations using the 20nm PTM library for FinFET [5]. In this
library, the BSIM CMG [2] model is utilized for simulation. As up to our best
knowledge no public SPICE model is available for IG-FinFET devices, we use
theVth deviation parameter to simulate theVth modulation by back-gate bias.
This simplification does not change the effectiveness of the proposed compen-
sation technique, since back-gate modulation forVth in IG-FinFET is verified
by both simulations and experiments [66]. The PV variations are generated
using a Gaussian distribution for RDF-inducedVth variation, as described by
Eq. (5.5). The NBTI stress is set as 10-year operation at50◦C .

We first investigate the time evolution of the cell leakage current under NBTI
stress. To demonstrate the influence of the global variation on the degradation,
we considered three cases with−10mV , 0mV , and10mV globalVth vari-
ation, respectively. Figure 5.10(a) represents the NBTI-induced cellleakage
current (IDDQi ) degradation versus time for the 10-year period. As one can
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Figure 5.10: 6T-SRAM cell standby leakage and SNM degradation (10-year opera-
tion time at50◦C ) using 20nm FinFET Technology with−10mV , 0mV , and10mV

global variations, respectively.
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(a) Fresh Device

(b) After 10-year Operation

Figure 5.11: 6T-SRAM cell leakage distribution of fresh device and aged device(10
years operation at50◦C ) using20 nm FinFET technology with−10mV , 0mV , and
10mV global variations, respectively.
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observe in the figure, theIDDQi current decreases very fast at the beginning-of-
life, because the NBTI-induced∆Vth follows a power-law of time andIDDQi

has an exponential dependence on∆Vth. This IDDQi feature makes it a good
indicator to assess the NBTI-induced degradation at the beginning of the oper-
ational life, which is crucial to control IC’s performance degradation for com-
ponents like SRAM. Furthermore, the global variation has significant influence
on theIDDQi magnitude, but has little effect on the deviation, which means that
usingIDDQi as degradation indicator is stable in the presence of global varia-
tions. Figure 5.10(b) presents the SNM degradation relative to the fresh device
SNM and the deviation of SNM degradation relative to the SNM at correspond-
ing time for the 10-year operation. The results suggest that∆SNM follows a
power-law rule, as described by Eq. (5.11). One can observe that thedeviation
of ∆SNM increases with time, which means that the performance uncertainty
becomes larger at the end-of-life. As a result, theVth compensation has to take
this uncertainty into consideration for a heavily stressed component.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the estimation model (i.e., Eq. (5.15) and
Eq. (5.16)) on the cell leakage distribution, we run Monte-Carlo simulations
for RDF and NBTI induced∆Vth variations and the simulation results are pre-
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sented in Figure 5.11. The data in the figure clearly indicate that, the distribu-
tions of cell leakage are accurately captured by the proposedIDDQi model for
both fresh devices and aged devices after 10-year operation. We recall that the
accurate estimation on theIDDQi magnitude and spread range is critical to set
the allowed performance degradation range for the∆Vth compensation tech-
nique. Its underestimation leads to an increasing soft error rate in the SRAM
array while its overestimation leads to a higher leakage power consumption.

Figure 5.12 presents the SNM improvement obtained by means ofVBPGand
Flex-PGcompensation/mitigation techniques. TheVBPGcompensation trig-
ger is set at2% degradation of the fresh device SNM. A symmetric double-
gate FinFET, with thickness of front- and back-gate oxidetox1=tox2=1.4nm,
and fin thicknesswsi=15nm was utilized in the simulation. One can observe
in the figure that, when compared with the degradation without any compen-
sation technique,Flex-PGcan reduce about26.67% of the SNM degradation
at the end of one year operation (from∼ 4.5% to 3.3% degradation versus
fresh device SNM).VBPGcompensation can maintain the SNM degradation
after1 year under2% of the fresh device, which is about55.56% improvement
when compared with the uncompensated case. The magnitude of the applied
forward biasVBPG, calculated by Eq. (5.13), is presented in the figure as well.

Figure 5.13 presents the requiredVBPGbias corresponding to different SNM
degradation margin targets for a 10-year operation. As one can observe in the
figure, different degradation targets set different resolutions for the compensa-
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Figure 5.14: The Cell Leakage Power Consumption versus Different SNM Degrada-
tion Targets.

tion biasVBPG. As degradation increases, theVBPGbias for different targets
saturate to the same value towards the end-of-life. Hence, a more intelligent
compensation strategy is to set a fine-grainVBPG-calibration at the beginning-
of-life to improve the cell stability, and a coarse-grainVBPG-calibration after
certain operation time (e.g., 1 year) to increase the availability in normal oper-
ation mode.

From the cell stability point of view, highVBPGis preferred. However, high
VBPGincreases the standby leakage significantly. Figure 5.14 presents the av-
erage cell leakage power consumption corresponding to different SNMdegra-
dation targets. The average power consumption difference between the worst
case (targeting1% degradation) and the best case (targeting3% degradation)
could be as large as20% (i.e.,19.45nW vs. 15.63nW ). Hence, the compensa-
tion strategy is a trade-off between cell stability and power consumption, and
bias-calibration frequency and normal operation time as well.

For the simplicity of implementation, Eq. (5.18) implies a uniform NBTI duty-
cycle ”α” of the internal nodes (for the left and right node in a cell,αL +
αR

∼= 1) for cells in the SRAM block monitored by the sameIDDQ sensor.
However, the cell duty-cycles are not uniform in practice. The real duty-cycle
of a cell is dependent on the ”0/1” value ratio (i.e., workload) stored in the
SRAM cell. Other than previous works like [58] that introduces extra hardware
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Figure 5.15: SNM fluctuations under normally distributed NBTI duty cyclesα cases.
For both cases the deviationσ(α) are set to be0.2µ(α).
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and cycle time to balance the duty-cycles between the two internal nodes of the
SRAM cell, we argue that the asymmetric degradation of the two nodes can be
compensated by slightly increasing theVBPGbias.

To demonstrate our argument, we generated two sets of normally distributed
α ratios to simulate the non-uniform NBTI duty-cycles in the SRAM cells.
In one set of the ratios, the mean value ofα is set to be 0.5, simulating the
symmetric (i.e.,αL=αR ) case of workload for the two nodes of the SRAM cell;
while in the other set of ratios, the mean value ofα is set to be 0.3, simulating
the asymmetric case of workload for the two nodes. The real distribution ofα
ratios is out of the scope of this work, but it should be close to the symmetric
case. This holds true for example in the case of general purpose processors,
when during the application execution, the probabilities of ”0”/”1” occurring
in a bit cell are very fast becoming equal, and the probability that one cell bit
is always ”0” or ”1” is extremely small.

The SNM degradation results are presented in Figure 5.15. As we can observe
in the figure, the deviation of the symmetric workload case is indeed smaller
than the one corresponding to the asymmetric workload case. However, the
spread of cell SNM degradation due toα variations for both cases is relatively
small (about2%) compared with the SNM. Further, Figure 5.16 presents the
corresponding requiredVBPGbias for these two non-uniformα-ratio cases.
The blue and orange area in Figure 5.16 stands for the requiredVBPG incre-
ment to cover 3-σ SNM variation induced by∆Vth and theα-ratio randomness
in the SRAM array, respectively. As one can observe in the figure, theVBPG
increment induced byα-ratio randomness is smaller than the one induced by
∆Vth variations for both symmetric and asymmetric workload cases. Compar-
ing the symmetric and asymmetric workload cases, one can find out that the
requiredVBPGvalue in the asymmetric case is just slightly larger than the one
in the symmetric case. Even though the stress ratio in all the cells can be per-
fectly balanced, the SNM deviation induced by∆Vth variations is still large.
In other words, withoutVth compensation technique, the failure rate caused by
stability fluctuation will be still very large for perfectly stress-balanced SRAM
array using techniques like the cell-flipping proposed in [58]. In contrast, the
proposedVth compensation technique in this work is able to maintain the re-
quired cell stability in the presence of∆Vth variations andα-ratio randomness.
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(a) α = 0.5

(b) α = 0.3

Figure 5.16: The requiredVBPGbias for non-uniformα ratios in SRAM arrays. For
both cases the deviationσ(α) are set to be0.2µ(α).
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5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the influence of NBTI degradation induced
variation and random process variations on the stability of the 6T-SRAM cell.
Based on SPICE simulations, we thoroughly examined the contributions of
∆Vth variation in different transistors to the cell stability. After that, we pro-
posed a variation mitigation technique able to maintain the SRAM cell stabil-
ity within a targeted range. Our proposed approach relies on anIDDQ current
sensor, and on the FinFET capability to operate in the independent mode to
asses the degradation level and to perform threshold voltage compensations,
respectively. We evaluated the impact of our proposal on the SRAM stability
by means of SPICE simulations for 20nm FinFET devices. Simulation results
indicate that the proposed technique can effectively maintain the stability of
an SRAM array within the desired range during its operational life under both
spatial and temporal variations, hence substantially improve the performance
and reliability of the system. For example, our method allows for maintaining
the SNM degradation of SRAM cells to2% of fresh device after1 year op-
eration, which is about55.56% improvement when compared with the4.5%
degradation corresponding to the uncompensated case.

Mitigating the stability degradation induced by aging failure mechanisms in
SRAM arrays is efficient and relatively simple, due to the simple cell structure
and the regular array organization. However, the proposed self-adaptive bias-
ing techniques might not be suitable for combinational logics because it relies
on the assumption that the degradation is relatively uniformly distributed in
the cell array, which is normally not the case in combinational logics. In order
to achieve an effective and efficient reliability management for combinational
logics, a reliability assessment technique will be presented in the next chapter.

Note. The contents of this chapter is based on the the following papers:

Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, Statistical Reliability Analysis of NBTI
Impact on FinFET SRAMs and Mitigation Technique Using Independent-
Gate Devices, Proceedings of 2012 IEEE/ACM International Symposium on
Nanoscale Architectures (NANOARCH), 2012, pp. 109–115.

Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, Analysis of the Impact of Spatial and Tem-
poral Variation on the Stability of SRAM Arrays and Mitigation Tech-
nique Using Independent-Gate Devices, accepted by Journal of Parallel and
Distributed Computing (in press).
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6
Dynamic Reliability Management -

Reliability Assessment

A ggressivetechnology scaling has led Integrated Circuits (ICs) suffer
from ever-increasing wearout effects. As a consequence, Dynamic
Reliability Management (DRM) becomes an essential approach to

safeguard IC’s lifetime reliability. Accurate and efficient reliability modeling
based on low-level aging sensor measurements is the most critical part of DRM
systems. This chapter presents a lifetime reliability modeling and enhancing
framework, which utilizes the aging information from dedicated low-level ag-
ing sensors to extrapolate the overall IC health status. We first proposeda path
delay shift model to link up the measured aging information with the actual cir-
cuit degradation. Then we introduce a Timing-Sharing Sensing (TSS) method
for Vth-based DRM to accurately sample the dynamic activity ratio from the
circuits under monitoring with limited hardware overhead. Furthermore, we
propose a system reliability model utilizing aging data from sensors and inves-
tigate the estimation error caused by process variations. We demonstrate our
methods by means of SPICE simulations on a representative pipeline compos-
ited by several benchmark circuits and the simulation results indicate that the
proposed TSS method can significantly improve the accuracy of reliability as-
sessment at circuit level without requiring large area overhead. Furthermore,
our results indicate that the variability of sensor readings is a key issue that
should be considered in the evaluation process in order to obtain accuratereli-
ability assessment data.
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6.1 Introduction

Due to the aggressive MOSFET technology scaling that took place in the past
decades, reliability has been becoming a rising concern for processor design-
ers. The increasing power densities and operating temperatures made Inte-
grated Circuits (ICs) suffer from multiple intrinsic failure mechanisms during
their servicing time. As a result, the device performance degrades gradually
and consequently might lead to fails during IC’s expected lifetime [72].

To combat the gloomy outlook of reliability situation, a variety of techniques
have been proposed to ensure ICs’ lifetime reliability. At design-time, an extra
delay slack called ”guardband” is normally added to the clock period to toler-
ate performance degradation due to wearout. However, as process and environ-
mental variations like supply voltage and temperature are expected to become
reliability threats in advanced technology nodes, one can hardly make ICs to
meet their lifetime reliability specifications just by design-time approaches.

On the contrary, Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) techniques attempt
to hide the inherent pessimistic reliability landscape while maintaining the
same performance and lifetime expectation. A first step towards addressing
this issue called ”RAMP” is proposed in [97], which is a micro-architecture
level model that allows performance boosting within an acceptable reliabil-
ity margin. Recent proposals introduced task scheduling and dynamic voltage
and/or frequency scaling techniques to recover the performance lost toprocess
variation [78, 107]. Some other efforts have been contributed to implement
thermal management to extend processor lifetime [67, 119]. There have been
also attempts to design adaptive pipelines with flexible cycle-time for different
stages [109]. However, most of these existing approaches have shortcomings,
e.g., they rely on a statistical modeling for reliability prediction, lacking di-
rect health information from dedicated aging sensor therefore losing accuracy,
or do not have an accurate system-level reliability assessment and prediction
module to make proper use of the aging data collected from low-level sensors,
thus losing efficiency and accuracy within the reliability aware optimization
process.

Though many aging sensors based on different principles have been pro-
posed [44, 46, 47, 53], however, how to efficiently utilize the collected aging
information for reliability optimization is still an open issue. Accurate mod-
eling and assessment of system reliability is critical to DRM systems, thus a
quantitative reliability model, taking full advantage of the deployed on-chip
aging sensors is at premium. Addressing this issue, in this chapter, we make
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the following contributions:

• We develop a circuit level delay shift model, which makes use of the
collected information from dedicated aging sensors.

• We propose a Timing-Sharing Sensing (TSS) method for existingVth-
based DRM systems meant to combat NBTI-induced wearout in ICs.
The TSS method can accurately sample the activity ratio from the cir-
cuits under monitoring with a reduced number of aging sensors, which
is crucial for the practical implementation of any DRM system.

• We introducen-Time-To-Failure (nTTF) based ”virtual age” concept
and utilize it as the system reliability metric, instead of the conventional
Mean-Time-To-Failure (MTTF). Compared with MTTF, the virtual age
metric sets a more reasonable degradation budget for the system, thus
reduces the area and power consumption overhead.

• We evaluate our proposal by means of simulations. We utilized multi-
ple benchmark circuits and SPICE simulation results indicate that the
proposed circuit reliability model and TSS method can achieve accurate
reliability assessment with significantly reduced area and power over-
head when compared with existing schemes equivalent state of the art
approaches.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces there-
quired background. Section 6.3 presents the path delay shift model that makes
use of the collected information from dedicated aging sensors. Section 6.4 in-
troduces the TSS scheme based reliability assessment forVth variation driven
DRM systems. Section 5 describe the experimental methodology and simula-
tion results. Section 6 concludes this chapter.

6.2 Conventional DRM Scheme withVth-Based Sensor

A typical DRM scheme with aging sensors is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Most
aging sensors are designed to quantitively measure a physical parameterwhich
is correlated with the aging status of a device. A typical example are the vastly
investigated threshold voltage (Vth) based sensors tailored to assess the conse-
quence of the NBTI failure mechanism [44,53]. However, previous works did
not answer the question: how would high level DRM systems utilize the low-
level aging data collected from aging sensors to achieve a better optimization
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Figure 6.1: Typical DRM scheme with critical path under monitoring. Multiple sen-
sors are required to monitor a single critical path.

for reliability, in the sense of accuracy and efficiency. Though the measured
physical parameter can be used as a proxy stub of the aging status of the partic-
ular Device-Under-Test (DUT), how would it reflect the overall healthstatus of
the system, especially how to use it in a cost function for high-level reliability
optimization is still under investigation.

Addressing the issues discussed above, we propose a system-level reliability
modeling framework, which utilizes aging information from low-level aging
sensors to achieve accurate and efficient reliability optimizations. The aging
sensors we considered in this chapter areVth-based aging sensors, which are
associated to measure degradation from a single device but our approach is
more general, in principle, can also be applied in conjunction with other sensor
types.

6.3 Delay Shift Due to Aging

NBTI is considered as the most dominant wearout mechanism in current and
future technology nodes [72] and it is mainly experienced in PMOS with the
channel in inversion. As we have already discussed in Chapter 3, NBTIis
modeled under Reaction-Diffusion (RD) theory, which gives a power-law time
evolution ofVth degradation. A long-termVth shift under dynamic NBTI
stress is given by [16]:

∆Vth =

(

√

K 2
v αsTclk

1− β
1/2n
t

)2n

, (6.1)
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wheren = 1/6 is the power-law time constant,Kv is the accelerating co-
efficient (including temperature and electrical field),Tclk is clock period,αs

(0.1 ≤ αs ≤ 0.9) is the stress probability of NBTI, i.e., NBTI duty-cycle, and
βt is a coefficient reflecting the recovery effect of NBTI.

Under high frequency dynamic stress, Eq.(6.1) can be approximated as [16]:

∆Vth = A · (αst)
n, (6.2)

which gives the dependence ofVth on the duty cycleαs . Asαs can hardly be
determined at design time,Vth sensors are utilized to assess the aging status of
the circuit critical paths at runtime, in order to perform an efficient reliability-
aware resource management.

According to the alpha-law model [93], the propagation delay of a CMOS
device can be estimated as:

tpd =
CLVDD

β(VDD − Vth)α
. (6.3)

whereα andβ are fitting parameters,CL is the load capacitance,VDD is the
power supply voltage, andVth is the threshold voltage. Hence, the first order
of delay shift due toVth degradation can be expressed as:

∆tpd =
∂tpd
∂t

∆Vth =
αtpd0∆Vth

VDD − Vth0
= Kt∆Vth · tpd0, (6.4)

which suggests that the fraction of delay shift is proportional to theVth degra-
dation value,Kt being the correlation efficient.Vth aging sensors are designed
to replicate the aging stress of a device in the Critical Path (CP), such that the
aging status of CPs can be estimated from the aging status of sensors. The
delay shift of a logic gate in the CP is correlated to theVth degradation of the
aging sensor through environmental factors, including signal probability(SP),
environmental factorsVDD and temperatureT .

Eq. (6.4) gives the delay shift of a single PMOS device, which can be attributed
the NBTI stress induced reduction of the maximum drain current. In the caseof
gate-level delay shift, the gate logic structure has to be taken into consideration
as well. As illustrated in Figure 6.2(a), the 2-input NAND gate has two pull-up
paths through PMOS A and B, respectively. So the delay shift contributionof
ann-input NAND gate∆DNAND to a specific logic path should be the delay
shift of the corresponding aged PMOS in the NAND gate, i.e.,

∆DNAND = ∆tpd ,i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: CMOS Logic Gates with Pull-up Path(s): (a) 2-NAND; (b) 2-NOR.
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Figure 6.3: Using 2 inverters to substitute the 2-input NAND gate.

wheretpd ,i is the propagation delay through thei th PMOS device in the NAND
pull-up network.

In other words, only one PMOS device’s degradation contributes to the rising
time shift in NANDs. However, Eq. (6.5) requires a identification process
on the PMOS device when utilizing it to calculate the delay shift, which is
not convenient in practice. In order to simplify the calculation, we can use
inverters to substitute ann-input NAND gate, as demonstrated in Figure 6.3.
After the substitution, then-input NAND gate splits up inton independent
inverters, and the inverter delay shift represents the delay shift of then-input
NAND delay shift in the corresponding circuit path.

For NOR gate, as illustrated in Figure 6.2(b), the degradation of all the PMOS
devices contribute to the degradation of the gate performance. The NOR delay
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Figure 6.4: Inverter chain with: (a) high to low transition; (b) low to high transition.
Only the degradation of inverters with shadow contributes to the NBTI stress induced
delay shift.

shift can be written as:

∆DNOR =
n
∑

i=1

∆tpd ,i . (6.6)

One can easily deduce from Eq. (6.6), NOR gates are more prone to the NBTI
stress induced aging. However, the probability that an NOR gate contributes
to the delay shift of an entire circuit might be quite lower than the one corre-
sponding to an NAND gate. This can be justified by the fact that all the NOR
gate inputs have to be ”0” to turn on the pull-up path, while one ”0” input is
enough to turn on a NAND pull-up path.

It is also worth to notice that not every gate in a circuit path contributes to the
delay shift even though every gate is aged due to NBTI stress. This can be
illustrated on the inverter chain shown in Figure 6.4. Based on the assumption
that NBTI is negligible in NMOS devices, only the inverters which pull the
output node up will contribute to the path delay shift. Other failure mecha-
nisms like PBTI may damage the pull-down network as well, but the fact that
different logic stages contribute to the path delay shift due to degradation in
either pull-up or pull-down network still holds true.

The delay shift of a CP∆τcp can be approximated as the sum of the Pull-Up-
Gate (PUG, i.e., the gates with at least one pull-up path is connected) delay
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shifts inside it, which can be written as:

∆τcp =
l
∑

i∈PUGs

∆Di = kτ

h
∑

i=1

∆Vth,i , (6.7)

wherel is the CP depth,∆Di is the delay shift of a single logic gate, andh
equals the number of PMOS devices in the PUGs. Notice that only a part of
the logic gates (e.g., odd-/even-stage gates in an inverter-chain) in the CP are
in the PUGs during an input signal transition. Andkτ is aVth dependence
coefficient, which can be obtained from Eq. (6.4) and be expressed asfollows

kτ =
αtpd0

VDD − Vth0
·∆Vth = Kt · tpd0. (6.8)

Eq. (6.7) suggests that the NBTI-induced delay shift of a critical path is asum
of the active PUG delay shifts. Since the active PUGs rely on the input signal
patterns and it is not feasible to deploy an aging sensor for each and every
input signal in the critical paths due to area and power overhead limitations,
an efficient aging assessment scheme is highly desirable in practical DRM
implementations. Addressing on this problem, we introduce a time-sharing
aging assessment scheme in the next section.

6.4 Time-Sharing Sensing Scheme for Aging Assess-
ment

In order to obtain an accurate estimation on∆τcp, the aforementioned envi-
ronmental correlating factors have to be carefully examined. Generally, the
aging sensor are deployed close enough to the logic gates in the CP, in order
to sample a same temperature and supply voltage operating conditions with
the devices/circuits. Due to its very operating principle, i.e., the stress mea-
surement is done in an indirect way by replicating the logic input signals into a
device in the sensor (See Section 6.2), oneVth sensor can just sample the duty-
cycle from one input node of a logic gate. Due to obvious practical reasons,
i.e., prohibitive area and power consumption overheads, we cannot deploy an
aging sensor for each and every input signal of the CP logic gates, we need to
find a way to estimate the NBTI duty-cycle, i.e., Signal Probability (SP) for
the logic stages with information from a limited number of aging sensors.

However, to determine the dynamic SP for ann-gate CP withp-node inputs
for each gate is a NP-complete problem. To simplify this problem, existing
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Figure 6.5: Time-Sharing Sensing Scheme for Critical Path Monitor.

DRM systems [41, 42, 97] either assume or imply a uniform SP within the as-
sociated aging sensor for all logic stages in the CP. This assumption is very
convenient from the computation overhead point of view, but it’s far from pro-
viding accurate results. In fact, the SP estimation difficulty comes from the
temporal and spatial randomness of signals. We address this issue by propos-
ing a Time-Sharing Stressing (TSS) scheme for the more effective utilization
of the aging sensors. As illustrated in Figure 6.5, instead of sampling activ-
ity from the same node all the time, the aging sensor takes stress signals from
different nodes in the CP at different moments in time. This is achieved by
routing all the necessary signal from the CP to a MUX, which selects one in-
put signal and sends it to theVth sensor. The input signal selection is based on
a round-robin algorithm, and it switches at every time interval∆t. This new
method substantially diminishes the area overhead, and lets the sensor sample
as much information as possible from the entire CP instead of one single node.

Based on the proposed scheme, the∆Vth of aging sensor afterN intervals can
be expressed by:

∆Vth =
N
∑

i=1

∆Vth,i =
N
∑

i=1

Ai (αi∆ti )
n, (6.9)

where∆Vth,i is the parameter degradation during thei th time interval. Further
assumeN = k · h, then the time intervals can be divided intok sub-sequences
∆Tj = h · ∆t, wherej = 1, 2, ...k . For thej th sub-sequence, assume the
sampled activity ratio of themth logic gate is the activity ratio for the entire
time span, i.e,̄αt∈Tj

≈ αt∈(Tj−1+m∆t), then according to Eq. (6.1), the total
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∆Vth of themth logic gate at the end of sub-sequence∆Tj can be written as:

∆Vth,t∈∆Tj
=

(

∆Tj

∆t

)

·∆Vth,t∈∆tm = h∆Vth,t∈∆tm , (6.10)

wheretm is themth interval∆t in ∆Tj . Insert Eq. (6.10) into Eq. (6.7), the
delay shift of the entire CP during a large time interval∆Tj can estimated as:

∆τcp,t∈∆Tj
= hkτVth,t∈∆Tj

. (6.11)

Then, the accumulated delay shift can be estimated as:

∆τcp =
k
∑

j=1

∆τcp,t∈∆Tj
= hkτVth. (6.12)

Eq. (6.12) suggests that by introducing the TSS scheme into a DRM system,
the long-term delay shift of a critical path is proportional to theVth degradation
measured from the associated aging sensor. In other words, theVth sensor
measurement indicates the NBTI-induced degradation of the entire CP in TSS
scheme, instead of the degradation of one single device in the conventional
configuration, which is a significant improvement in terms of area and power
efficiency.

6.5 Delay Shift Calibration under Process Variations

The path delay shift model can just tell the aging status of one CP, based on
information from the associated aging sensor. In order to obtain the system-
level reliability status, multiple (but with a limited number) aging sensors have
to be deployed onto the chip. However, sensor readings can be affected by the
commonly existing process variations and environmental non-uniformity. On
the other hand, the pre-selected CP under monitoring at design time might not
be the most aging-prone CP during run-time. Therefore, how to determine the
system-level reliability from aging information collected from multiple sensors
is still a challenge, which we address in the remainder of this section.

Apart from input signal activity and environmental factors like temperature
andVDD , the aging progress interacts with the presence of intrinsic variabil-
ity caused by the fabrication process variations as well. The measured data
from theVth sensors are affected by the process variations, too. To minimize
the reliability estimation error, the reading data from multiple sensors must be
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calibrated by taking into consideration the fabricated process parameter varia-
tions.

In the presence of global and local process variations,Vth at time 0 can be
expressed as:

Vth0 = Vth,normal +∆Vthg +∆Vthl , (6.13)

whereVth,normal is the nominal threshold voltage,∆Vthg and∆Vthl are the
Vth variations caused by global and local variations, respectively. If we de-
note∆Vth

pv
nbti

as the influence of variations on the NBTI degradation, we can
determine its value from the NBTI-inducedVth shift as:

∆Vth
pv
nbti

=
∂∆Vthnbti

∂Vth

(∆Vthg +∆Vthl).

From Eq.(6.1) we can get:

∆Vth
pv
nbti

= −2n(∆Vthg +∆Vthl)

Vgs − Vth,normal

·∆Vthnbti0 , (6.14)

where∆Vthnbti0 is the NBTI-inducedVth degradation without process varia-
tion. By inserting the above equation into Equation (6.3) and consider that for
PMOSVgs − Vthp,normal = −(Vdd − Vth,normal), we can estimate the gate
delay shift under process variations as:

∆τs,pv = (1 + κ(∆Vthg +∆Vthl)) ·∆τs0, (6.15)

where∆τs0 is the gate delay without process variation, andκ ∝ 1/(Vdd−Vth)
is a sensitivity coefficient. Equation (6.15) simply indicates that the gate delay
shift is proportional to theVth shift due to process variations. Since the global
variations have the same amount of influence on both logic gates and aging
sensors in the same die, the estimation error on delay shift by using sensor
data is determined by the local variations, which can be expressed as:

δτs = κ(∆Vthl ,gate −∆Vthl ,sensor ) ·∆τs0. (6.16)

Therefore, the total estimation error in a path delay shift assessment is:

δτcp = κ
n
∑

i=1

(∆Vthli ,gate −∆Vthl ,sensor ) ·∆τs0. (6.17)

Eq. (6.17) suggests that the total path delay shift estimation error is determined
by two factors: (i) the local process variation of the gates in the path, and (ii)
the local process of the corresponding aging sensor that is associatedto the
gate. The effects of these two factors can be cancelled by each other if we
carefully design the aging sensor, making its local variation match the one in
the gate that it is associated to.
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6.6 Reliability Metric for DRM System

In Chapter 3 we have introduced a ”lifetime” definition for CMOS devices,
which is set to be the point that some device parameter (e.g.,Vth) reaches a
critical point, for instance,10%. This definition is useful for a single device,
however, it might not be suitable to be utilized in a system. For example, it
is possible that theVth degradation exceeds the critical point (e.g.,10%) for
a device in a CP, but the total path delay shift might be still within the range
required by the circuit normal functionality. To address this issue, we introduce
a new reliability metric for DRM system in this section.

6.6.1 MTTF-Based Lifetime Definition

Most of the conventional DRM systems derive a Mean-Time-To-Failure
(MTTF) model as the objective function of the system-level reliability opti-
mization process. MTTF is calculated from the low-level physics-based degra-
dation model [98], thus no aging information from sensors is required. How-
ever, without aging sensors support, the conventional DRM schemes have no
ability to look inside into the real stress profile experienced by the circuits.
This approach leads to a ”blind” reliability optimization process thus the esti-
mation/prediction accuracy falls dramatically.

MTTF is widely accepted as a reliability metric in industry, however, just as
P. Ramachandran et al. point out in [89], MTTF looses too much information
in averaging, which makes it an inaccurate indication for lifetime reliability,
especially for the early life reliability prediction.

To illustrate this problem, we can take Weibull distribution [87] as an exam-
ple. Weibull distribution is normally utilized to express the failure rate of a
”weakest-link” system, in which the entire system fails when if one compo-
nent in the system fails. The Probability Density Function (PDF),f (t), of
Weilbull distribution can be expressed as

f (t) =
β

t

( t

α

)β

· e−( t
α)

β

, (6.18)

and its Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),F (t), is:

F (t) =

∫ t

0
f (t)dt = 1− e−(

t
α)

β

, (6.19)

whereα is the scale parameter andβ is the shape parameter. Weibull’s MTTF
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Figure 6.6: Relationship Between MTTF and the Weibull Distribution’s Parameter.

is:

MTTF = αΓ

(

1 +
1

β

)

, (6.20)

whereΓ(n) is the Gamma-function.

α is also called the ”characteristic parameter” because it indicates the time that
the accumulated failure rate reaches1− 1/e (63.2%), which is far beyond the
normal operational expectation (10%). For a degrading system (β ≥ 1), the
relationship between MTTF and scale parameterα in Weibull Distribution is
graphically depicted in Figure 6.6. As depicted in the figure, theMTTF/α
ratios (the triangles in the figure) becomes nearly constant whenα is larger
than1.5. In other words, the MTTF value of Weibull distribution is propor-
tional to the characteristic parameterα. As a result, the failure rate at the time
t = MTTF = k · α is far beyond the normal operating conditions as well.
The reliability optimization approaches based on MTTF is too pessimistic and
consequently leads to a over design on reliability.

6.6.2 nTTF-Based Lifetime Definition

To overcome the MTTF shortcomings then-Time-To-Failure (nTTF) can be
utilized instead, which is defined as the time when the device/system param-
eter degrades by a critical portion (n) such that the device/system no longer
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of lifetime definition:(a) Logic paths in a pipeline may be
not designed with equal delays. A delay guard-band is typically added to combat
for aging-induced performance degradation.(b) Lifetime is determined by the path
which first eats up all the guard-band. Some paths like St.#1 can have more severe
degradation but still meet reliability specification because they have more headroom
of delay at time 0.

properly functions. FormallynTTF can be defined as follows

nTTF = f −1(∆P = n · P0), (6.21)

whereP is the degrading parameter and∆P = f (t) is the parameter degrada-
tion function.

According to Eq. (6.21), the lifetime of a circuit can be defined as its critical
path delay shiftτcp induced by aging mechanisms reaches a critical portion of
the clock period, which can be expressed as:

nTTF (t) = f −1(∆τ = n · D0) = f −1(nD0 − τcp(t)). (6.22)

whereD0 is the clock period in the processor.

Logic paths in a pipeline may be not designed with equal delays. A delay
guard-band is typically added to combat for aging-induced performancedegra-
dation. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7. Lifetime is determined by the path
which first eats up all the guard-band. Some paths like St.#1 can have more se-
vere degradation but still meet reliability specification because they have more
headroom of delay at time 0. With the lifetime definition in Eq. (6.22), the var-
ious delay headroom of different CPs for aging is taken into account naturally.
From Eq. (6.2), Eq. (6.3) and Eq. (6.7) we can estimate thenTTF (t) as:

nTTF (t) =
1

ᾱs
·
(

nD0 − kτ∆Vths(t)

Ā(V ,T )

) 1
n

, (6.23)
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whereᾱ is an estimated average circuit activity ratio∆Vths(t) is the sensor
reading at timet, n is the critical portion of the clock periodD0, Ā(V ,T ) is
the average temperature and voltage accelerator from Eq. (6.2), andkτ is a
Vth dependence coefficient defined in Eq. (6.8). We note that the remaining
lifetime estimation (i.e.,nTTF ) for a circuit due to wearout should be always
associated with an estimation of the workload the circuit will carry on in its
future life. Also notice that the temperature and voltage acceleratorA(V ,T )
is also time-varying parameter for a long-term estimation. Near-term or short-
term estimation on these parameters is possible with certain assumptions and
algorithms, but applying those methods to a MTTF-term optimization will lose
its accuracy and practicability because of the validity of the assumptions.

The lifetime definition of a Functional Unit (FU, assume all the combina-
tional paths of it are in a same pipeline stage) can be defined as the mini-
mumnTTF (t) over all the logical paths within the FU at timet. To obtain the
overall lifetime of processor, with considering the structural redundancy which
commonly exists in modern processor cores, we apply the MIN-MAX method
in [98] to nTTF instead of MTTF, as proposed in the original work.

6.6.3 Virtual-Age Definition for Multiple Failure Mechanisms

The nTTF definition introduced in the previous section is based on a single
failure mechanism only. However, multiple failure mechanisms exist simulta-
neously in the circuits. To take this scenario into consideration in the model,
we introduce a ”virtual age” concept and utilize it as the system reliability
metric for multiple failure mechanisms in this section.

The term ”virtual age” is originally defined as the corresponding equivalent
age of a repairable item when a repair is imperfect [32]. But a typical pro-
cessor chip is a non-repairable system, thus we define the ”virtual age” as the
reliability status relative to a standard baseline.

Let us assume two comparable items working in two environments: one in an
identical continuous baseline environment where temperature (or other con-
cerned factors) is constant, and the other in stochastic severe real working con-
dition. The virtual age can be calculated by referring the reliability in the
severe environment equivalently to the one in the baseline environment, where
has a following relationship

Rs(t) = Rb(ts), (6.24)

whereRx(t) = 1−F (t)(x ∈ {s, t}) is the cumulative reliability rate function
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(also referred as ”survival rate function”), andRs(t) andRb(t) are the reli-
ability functions in the severe environment and in the baseline environment,
respectively. Then, the virtual age in the severe environment can be defined by
referring a equivalent reliability rate in the baseline environment, which canbe
expressed as

ts = V (t) = R−1
b (Rs(t)). (6.25)

On a discrete case, assume at every interval, system has a uniform reliability
rate CDF, then the following equation can be obtained at timeti :

Rs(ti ) = Rb(ts,i ). (6.26)

After a time interval∆t, we can obtain:

Rs(ti +∆t) = Rb(ts,i+1) = Rb(ts,i +∆ts,i ), (6.27)

where∆ts,i > 0 is the virtual age increased during this time interval∆t.
According to the CDF definition,R(t) = Pr [T > t], whereT is the random
variable, the probability that the survival rate after a short interval∆t at time
t follows the conditional probability rule, which can be expressed as

Rtx (∆t|tx) = Pr [T > tx +∆t|T > tx ]

=
Pr [T > tx +∆t]

Pr [T > tx ]

=
Rtx (tx +∆t)

Rtx (tx)
, (6.28)

whereRtx is the CDF in the time span [tx ,tx + ∆t). Substituting Eq. (6.26)
and Eq. (6.28) into Eq. (6.27), we can get

∆ts,i = R−1
b (Rs(∆ti )). (6.29)

Eq. (6.29) presents the virtual age increment after a short time interval∆t at
time ti . If we sum all the virtual age increment up from time0, we can obtain
the virtual age as expressed in the following equation:

V (tn) = t0 +
n−1
∑

i=0

R−1
b (Rs,i (∆ti ))

= V (tn−1) + R−1
b (Rs,n(∆tn)), (6.30)

wheret0 is the initial virtual age in case system’s initial reliability is not100%.
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Generally, multiple failure mechanisms are experienced simultaneously in a
system. These simultaneous failures can be modeled by a competing risky
model, where system fails when any failure happens. The reliability CDF can
be expressed as

R(t) =
n
∏

i=1

Ri (t), (6.31)

and then system’s virtual age can be written as:

V (tn) = V (tn−1) + R−1
b





m
∏

j=1

Rs,jn(∆tn)



 . (6.32)

Eq. (6.32) presents a universal method to sum up the aging effects induced by
multiple different failure mechanisms, even though they might have influence
on different device parameters. The increasing speed of system virtual age
stands for the degradation severity in the system, and the virtual age value can
be used as the cost function in the reliability optimization process.

6.7 Experimental Results

In order to validate the proposed reliability modeling framework, simulations
are conducted for a set of ISCAS85 and ISCAS89 benchmark circuits.A rep-
resentative 5-stage pipeline is formed by the C432, C499, C880, C1908,and
C3540 circuits, with each circuit as a pipeline stage. A PTM [5] 32nm technol-
ogy library is used for SPICE simulation. The technology library consists of
5 different cells: INVERTER, 2-input NAND, 3-input NAND, 2-input NOR,
and 3-input NOR. The NBTI induced degradation is simulated by threshold
voltage degradation, as indicated by Eq. (6.1). The simulations for SPICE
are performed in HSPICE at a accelerated condition, i.e.,T = 120◦C , which
results in an equivalent lifetime of 10-year operation at normal conditions.

In order to investigate the proposed delay shift estimation model, we feed all
the benchmark circuits with 3 groups of input signals, and each group of signal
is set to be with a30%, 50% and70% constant activity ratio, respectively. The
activity ratios at the internal nodes in the benchmarks are dumped through
circuit behavioural simulations, and then the ratios are utilized in the model to
calculate the path delay shifts. In such a way, the activity ratios in the model
are ideal, thus the estimation error is introduced by the model itself only. For
comparison, the ”real” (or ”ideal”) path delay shifts are extracted by SPICE
simulations after the aforementioned accelerated aging stressing process.
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Table 6.1: Delay Shift Estimation for ISCAS85, 89 Circuits.

Name # Gates
α = 30% α = 50% α = 70%

∆D(%) Est.(%) Err.(%) ∆D(%) Est.(%) Err.(%) ∆D(%) Est.(%) Err.(%)
C432 303 14.35 17.77 3.42 14.78 16.87 2.09 14.52 16.59 2.07
C499 202 13.62 18.68 5.06 13.93 17.95 4.02 13.07 19.31 6.24
C880 383 14.35 16.54 2.19 15.02 17.06 2.04 14.13 17.34 3.21

C1908 817 15.89 21.34 5.45 14.79 19.28 4.49 15.37 16.86 1.49
C3540 1669 13.31 19.64 6.38 14.12 18.32 4.20 13.67 18.78 5.11
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Table 6.2: Delay Shift TSS Based Estimation for ISCAS85, 89 Circuits

Name
Estimation Error by TSS Scheme relative toD0 (%)

∆t = 1000 clk ∆t = 2500 clk ∆t = 5000 clk ∆t = 10000 clk
Cst. Dvt. Cst. Dvt. Cst. Dvt. Cst. Dvt.

C432 2.34 3.28 2.31 2.73 2.26 2.77 2.19 2.32
C499 4.73 6.17 4.45 5.09 4.27 3.46 4.11 3.89
C880 2.89 2.21 2.64 3.17 2.37 2.55 2.17 2.25

C1908 4.18 3.96 4.73 8.07 4.65 4.12 4.53 4.79
C3540 4.46 2.95 4.37 3.51 4.28 3.29 4.25 5.03

The simulation results are summarized in Table 6.1. The first and second
columns list the circuit’s name and number of gates, respectively. The rest
columns are the percentage of delay shift measure from SPICE simulation
(∆D columns, i.e., the ”real” delay shifts percentages), and the delay shift
estimated by the proposed model (Est. columns) forα = 30%, 50%, and70%,
respectively. The differences between these two methods are presented in the
Err . columns. As we can deduce from theErr . columns, the proposed model
overestimates the delay shift. The reason for that might be related to the fact
that our model sums up the degradation of each PMOS device in NOR gates,
which is a pessimistic estimation of the real conditions. This error can be re-
duced by introducing a more realistic model for the stacking effect, however,
this complicates the aging sensor sampling scheme and the online reliabil-
ity assessment algorithm. However, this pessimistic estimation is still in an
acceptable margin and can be relaxed by allowing a certain level reliability
constraint violations in practice.

After that, we further investigate the proposed TSS scheme based on the pre-
vious experimental set-ups. In this time, the activity ratios for the circuit input
signals are set to be constant50% and50% ± 10% random deviation. the ac-
tivity ratios are extracted by the proposed TSS scheme instead of that obtained
by simulations. With the ”sampled” activity ratios, the path delay shifts are
calculated. In order to investigate the influence of the sampling period on the
estimation result accuracy, four sampling periods (∆t) are simulated, which
are, namely,∆t = 1000, 2500, 5000, and10000 cycles.

Table 6.2 presents the absolute errors of the proposed TSS scheme for delay
shift estimation. TheCst. columns include the results for a constant activity
ratio (α = 50%) signal, and theDvt. columns include the results for variable
activity ratio signals. In order to obtain a stable TSS error estimation, theDvt.
columns are reported as the average value of 1000 runs with the specifiedcon-
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ditions. First, by comparing theCst. columns with theErr . column whose
activity ratio is50% in Table 6.1, we can clearly observe that as the sampling
time interval (i.e.,∆t) increases, the difference between theCst. column and
theErr . column decreases. In other words, as the sampling interval increases,
the accuracy of the TSS scheme assessment increases. However, the relation-
ship is lessened by the randomness of the signal activity ratios. This can be
confirmed by comparing theDvt. columns with theErr . column (α = 50%)in
Table 6.1: after introducing a deviation to the activity ratio, the estimation error
based on the TSS scheme increases. However, the absolute error introduced
by the TSS remains in an acceptable margin for all the cases (≤ 5.03%).

6.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a lifetime reliability modeling and enhancing
framework, which investigates how to utilize the aging information from ded-
icated low-level aging sensors to extrapolate the overall health status. We first
proposed a path delay shift model, which utilizes the collected aging informa-
tion from low-level sensors to estimate the circuit path delay shift induced by
failure mechanisms, like Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), and so
on. Then we propose a Timing-Sharing Sensing (TSS) scheme forVth-based
DRM systems to assess the dynamic reliability status from the circuits under
monitoring. With the proposed TSS scheme, one aging sensor can be utilized
to monitor multiple paths in the circuits, which can significantly reduce the
required aging sensor numbers in practical DRM implementations. SPICE
simulation results have indicated that the proposed path delay shift estimation
model and TSS scheme can predict/assess the circuit performance degradation,
i.e., circuit path delay shift, with an acceptable accuracy margin no more than
5.03%.

Note. The contents of this chapter is based on the the following papers:

Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, A Novel Virtual Age Reliability Model for
Time-to-Failure Prediction, IEEE International Integrated Reliability Work-
shop Final Report (IIRW), 2010, pp. 109–115.

Y. Wang, S. D. Cotofana, L. Fang, Lifetime Reliability Assessment with Ag-
ing Information from Low-Level Sensors, in Proceedings of Great Lakes
Symposium on VLSI (GLSVLSI), 2013, pp.339–340.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this dissertation, we have presented a Dynamic Reliability Management
(DRM) framework which relies on aging sensor based reliability assessment.
Our approach attempts to combat aging degradation in circuits and opposite to
most existing proposals, it uses extracted reliability information from online
aging sensors to perform quantitive reliability management.

7.1 Summary

To give readers a general picture on the gloomy reliability landscape in
nanometer CMOS technologies, in Chapter 2 we presented an introduction
of the major aging failure mechanisms for background purpose. The phys-
ical fundamentals of the CMOS Integrated Circuit (IC) failure mechanisms
were presented. Furthermore, the most popular physical models of the major
failure mechanisms were discussed. Subsequently, we presented the stateof
the art in reliability aware computation on combating aging degradation. The
overview of the reliability-aware computation techniques covers a wide range
of research areas, from architecture level design to dynamic task scheduling
and resource allocation. Most of the existing reliability aware computing plat-
forms did not employ dedicated aging sensor to extract degradation informa-
tion from circuits. As an alternative, we proposed a quantitive reliability man-
agement framework in this dissertation. As a key component of quantitive
DRM systems, the existing aging sensors designs and their shortcomings were
reviewed in this chapter as well.

In order to keep on the scaling trend in CMOS technologies, novel deviceswith
new geometrical structures and/or materials are introduced in recent years.
Among other novel devices, FinFET is one of the most promising device to
substitute the current planar devices. In Chapter 3 we investigated the reliabil-
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ity features of double-gate and triple-gate FinFET devices. In this chapter, we
have made the following major contributions:

• A unified degradation model for Negative Bias Temperature Instability
(NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) in double-gate and triple-gate
FinFET devices was proposed. The proposed model unifies the NBTI
and HCI degradations, which simplifies the simulation complexity thus
makes it suitable for utilization in circuit simulation.

• The reduced dimension effects of nanoscale devices on the NBTI and
HCI induced degradations were thoroughly investigated.

• A device performance degradation model was introduced, which is able
to capture and predict the aging process due to NBTI and HCI inside
FinFET based ICs.

The simulation results have suggested that our model is accurate and computa-
tionally efficient, which makes it potentially applicable for lifetime reliability
management schemes to be included in reliability-aware architectures.

To extract reliability information from circuits, we proposed two kinds of aging
sensor designs in Chapter 4, based on threshold voltage (Vth) and power supply
current (IDD) measurement, respectively. In this chapter, we have made the
following major contributions:

• A new DRM framework that relies on quantitative degradation mea-
surements was introduced. Our approach can quantitatively analyze the
system aging status, which gives a deeper insight on the degradation
progress and eventually leads to a better optimization for reliability.

• Novel Vth based aging sensors for NBTI and HCI degradation mea-
surement were proposed with good Process, Voltage, and Temperature
(PVT) variation tolerance.

• A Novel IDD based aging sensor were proposed with the capability of
directly measuring the actual IC aging status caused by the amalgamated
effects of NBTI and HCI failure mechanisms.

The simulation results have indicated that the proposedVth based aging sen-
sors have good PVT-variation tolerance, which outperforms the state of the art
approaches and that theIDD based aging sensor is able to accurately and effec-
tively capture the amalgamated effects of NBTI and HCI failure mechanisms.
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In order to keep on the industry scaling-down trend, novel devices andstruc-
tures were proposed as potential candidates to replace the conventionalplanar
MOSFET device. In Chapter 5 we investigated the influence of NBTI degra-
dation and random process variations on the stability of the FinFET based 6T-
SRAM cell. In this chapter, we have made the following major contributions:

• Modeling of SRAM cell stability under spatial and temporalVth varia-
tions induced by process variation and NBTI stress;

• Dynamic characterization of NBTI inducedVth degradation by monitor-
ing the standby leakage currentIDDQ ;

• Mitigation methods able to compensate the effects of process variations
and NBTI by taking advantage of the FinFET’s special device structure.

Simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed technique can effec-
tively maintain the stability of an SRAM array within the desired range during
its operational life under both spatial and temporal variations, hence substan-
tially improve the performance and reliability of the system.

Accurate modeling and assessment of system reliability is critical to DRM
systems, thus a quantitative reliability model, taking full advantage of the de-
ployed on-chip aging sensors is at premium. Addressing this issue, in Chap-
ter 6 we presented a lifetime reliability modeling and enhancement framework,
and the main contributions we have made can be summarized as follows:

• We developed a circuit level delay shift model, which makes use of the
collected information from dedicated aging sensors.

• We proposed a Timing-Sharing Sensing (TSS) method for existingVth-
based DRM systems meant to combat NBTI-induced wearout in ICs.
The TSS method can accurately sample the activity ratio from the cir-
cuits under monitoring with a reduced number of aging sensors, which
is crucial for the practical implementation of any DRM system.

• We introducen-Time-To-Failure (nTTF) based ”virtual age” concept
and utilize it as the system reliability metric, instead of the conventional
Mean-Time-To-Failure (MTTF). Compared with MTTF, the virtual age
metric sets a more reasonable degradation budget for the system, thus
reduces the area and power consumption overhead.

SPICE simulation results have indicated that the proposed circuit reliability
model and the TSS method can achieve accurate reliability assessment with
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significantly reduced area and power overhead, when compared with existing
equivalent state of the art approaches.

The main work of this dissertation covers a wide range of research area,from
physical fundamentals of failure mechanisms to high level circuit and archi-
tecture designs for reliability management. The central idea behind all the
work in this dissertation is to bring a quantitive reliability management system
into practice, in order to bridge up the gap between the pessimistic reliability
outlook of current and future CMOS technologies and the practical require-
ments. As the feature size of advanced technology is approaching the physical
limitation and devices become more and more fragile to spatial and temporal
parameter variations, such kind of reliability management systems will draw
more and more attention.

7.2 Future Research Directions

Although we have introduced the general framework of a quantitive reliability-
aware computing platform able to perform dynamic reliability management
based on aging information collected from in-chip sensors, its practical im-
plementation still requires the further clarifications of many theoretical and
practical aspects. In the following, we list several important research direc-
tions to further complete and improve the current reliability aware computing
platform.

• Direction 1 - The further understanding of physical fundamentals
of failure mechanisms and the compact degradation model for reli-
ability simulation and assessment.
As we have mentioned in Chapter 2, there are still a lot of arguments on
the physical fundamentals on the failure mechanisms, especially for the
NBTI degradation. None of the existing degradation models can capture
all the NBTI degradation associated phenomenon very well. As a result,
the NBTI degradation might be either underestimated or overestimated
by the prediction made by current models. More important, most of the
current parameter degradation models rely on technology related fitting
parameter. The effect of technology scaling on these fitting parameters
is not clearly understood. Hence, a parameter calibration is required
for every technology modification. Future work is required to reveal
the technology dependence of failure mechanisms acceleration factors.
Those dependences should be integrated into compact circuit models
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(e.g., SPICE models), for reliability simulation at design time and for
reliability assessment at runtime.

• Direction 2 - The effective identification of the most aging-prone
critical path at design-time and runtime.
Regardless the design-time reliability optimization, or the reliability
management strategy at the runtime, the effective identification of
the most aging-prone critical paths is essential for both cases. For
design-time simulations, the device-level reliability model is very time-
consuming due to the extreme large population of transistor in designs.
For runtime reliability management by monitoring degradation in criti-
cal paths, the number of required aging sensors is critical as it may result
in substantial area and power overhead. In either case, millions or even
billions of possibilities have to be considered. This is further aggravated
by the fact that the aging degradation highly depends on the workload
in the circuit. In order to perform a more realistic selection of the aging
critical path, application-oriented aging profiling should be performed.
In this line of reasoning one has to first select a set of representative
application benchmarks to simulate the average activity in the circuits.
Based on this analysis, aging critical paths should be selected under the
stress of activities generated by the application benchmarks.

• Direction 3 - Statistical quantitive reliability management at run-
time.
If the most aging-prone critical paths can not be effectively identified,
an interesting alternative direction could be to select a representative set
of logic paths as the circuit-under-monitoring. Instead of monitoring
the degradation evolution of circuits in the tail of failure distribution,
we monitor the degradation evolution of the failure distribution itself.
In such a way, a statistical quantitive reliability management can be
achieved according to the failure distribution of the representative set
of circuit paths. However, this methodology requires the availability of
dynamic degradation distribution information. This kind of information
can be obtained from the maintenance information, however, this is not
accessible to the academia under the most circumstances.
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Samenvatting

A gressieveCMOS technologie feature size schaling is al gaande sinds
afgelopen decennia, terwijl de voedingsspanning niet proportion-
eel mee schaalt. Door de toenemende vermogensdichtheid en elek-

trische veld in de gate dilektricum, zijn versnellende factoren van faalmech-
anismen in nanoschaal Integrated Circuits (ICs) ernstiger dan ooit geworden.
Als gevolg daarvan, wordt het handhaven van IC betrouwbaarheid op gewen-
ste niveau een kritische uitdaging tijdens zowel design-time en runtime. Dit
proefschrift onderzoekt betrouwbaarheid-bewust ontwerp en beheertechnieken
om de betrouwbaarheid en kwaliteit van de IC-producten te garanderen. Met
onze speciale belangen voor de tijdsafhankelijke device parameter degradaties
als gevolg van intrinsieke faalmechanismen, richten we onze discussie op:
(i) beoordeling van runtime betrouwbaarheid, (ii) aging degradaties, en (iii)
mitigatie technieken die betrouwbaarheid-bewuste berekeningen mogelijk te
maken. Daartoe stellen we een dynamisch Reliability Management (DRM)
framework voor om de genduceerde aging degradatie tegen te gaan. Om
een kwantitatief beheer te realiseren, zijn toegewijde online aging sensoren
tewerk gesteld in het voorgestelde framework om dynamisch degradatie in-
formatie uit circuits af te leiden. We stellen eerst een uniform aging model
voor, voor de opkomende FinFET devices als de fysieke basis voor hetbe-
grijpen van de onderliggende aging degradatie. Vervolgens introduceren we
twee soorten van aging sensoren gebaseerd op threshold spanning enstroom-
meting van de stroomvoorziening, respectievelijk, om the helpen bij de online
betrouwbaarheidsbeoordeling van DRM-systemen. Vervolgens introduceren
we een compensatie techniek om de 6T SRAM cel stabiliteit te beheren on-
der ruimtelijke en temporele variaties, door threshold voltage modulatie met
behulp van back-gate biasing van onafhankelijke-gate FinFET devices.We
concluderen het proefschrift met het presenteren van een levenslange betrouw-
baarheid model en enhancement framework, dat laat zien hoe aging informatie
gebruikt kan worden komend van speciaal low-level aging sensoren om de al-
gemene IC gezondheidstoestand binnen de voorgeschreven grenzente houden.
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